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Foreword
Welcome to Western Power Distribution’s Distribution System Operability Framework (DSOF), an
assessment of technical issues facing Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) as they become
Distribution System Operators (DSOs). We are actively looking for future technical and commercial
issues which could impair our ability to operate and maintain our networks efficiently whilst developing
capacity for new connections. Raising awareness of these issues will enable us to seek new solutions
and manage them efficiently and cost effectively.
Publishing insights on a variety of different topics affecting electrical networks will help the industry raise
the profile of these technical issues. We will share our learning and discussions with other DNOs and
Independent Distribution Network Operators (IDNOs), with a particular focus on collaboration through
the Energy Networks Association (ENA) Open Networks programme.
Issues affecting electrical distribution networks can also affect electricity transmission networks and
other energy vectors. We will work with National Grid as the Great Britain System Operator (GBSO),
and other parties affected by these issues to further understand the impacts as they develop.
As we move towards becoming a DSO, we will increasingly work with customers to access resources
and services that they may have at their disposal and which may benefit the network. Opening this
dialogue at an early stage will enable us to work with customers to economically provide whole system
solutions as they develop future Distribution Energy Resource (DER).
In the DSOF we consider a range of issues from network design through to real-time network operation.
A key theme throughout the DSOF is the growing role of data capture and analysis in distribution
system operation. The last ten years have seen unprecedented developments in distribution networks.
The growth of distribution-connected generation has driven a major shift in Great Britain’s generation
mix towards renewables. Meanwhile, advances in control systems and power electronics are providing
us with alternatives to conventional reinforcement when managing demand growth and providing new
connections.
We intend to review each article periodically, and publish updated articles individually as the issues and
their potential solutions develop. We also intend to continue researching emerging issues and publish
new articles on them in future.
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Introduction
Aims and Objectives
The DSOF aims to highlight some of the technical and commercial challenges facing DNOs as they
become DSOs. The challenges are presented as subject articles in the three core areas which are
identified in WPD’s RIIO-ED1 Business Plan [1]:
Assets

Network Operations

Customers

Analysing data, enhancing
modelling techniques and
testing alternative connection
strategies.

Demonstrating the direct
benefits from smart grids for
network performance and
service delivery.

Developing new technologies
and solutions to meet
customer’s needs, such as
enabling the connection of Low
Carbon Technologies (LCT).

Articles:
1. Network Modelling and
Analysis
2. Network Monitoring and
Visibility
3. Data and Forecasting

Articles:
1. Fault Level Management
2. Arc Suppression Coils
3. Low Frequency Demand
Disconnection

Articles:
1. Flexibility Services
2. Changing Demand Profiles
3. Power Quality

Each article is split into the following headings:






Background;
Network Impact;
Detailed Assessment;
Short Term Mitigation and Solutions; and
Long Term Solutions.

A glossary, diagram key and bibliography are given at the end of the report.

Context
The DSOF complements National Grid’s System Operability Framework (SOF) [2], but focuses on
issues affecting distribution networks and the interface with the transmission network. The DSOF sits
within a suite of documents published by WPD:




The DSO Strategy [3] outlines WPD’s vision for the future management of the United Kingdom
(UK) electricity network, with a DSO that is involved in system balancing and real time network
management. It focuses on some of the technical and commercial challenges of implementing
this transition to a DSO.
The Shaping Subtransmission to 2030 series of reports [4] [5] [6] assess the impact of future
distributed generation (DG) and demand growth on the subtransmission networks in each of
WPD’s licence areas. The studies underlying those reports have highlighted some operability
issues which are discussed in the DSOF.
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Background
How the UK Electricity Network is Changing
Traditional Network
Since the 1960s, electricity generation in Great Britain has been dominated by gigawatt-scale fossilfuelled and nuclear power stations connected to the 400kV and 275kV transmission network around the
country. The 400kV and 275kV networks supply subtransmission networks (normally 132kV) with a
small number of large industrial demand customers and smaller or older power stations connected. In
turn the subtransmission networks supply primary distribution networks (normally 33kV) with a few
industrial demand customers connected. The primary distribution networks supply secondary
distribution networks (normally 11kV) with some industrial and commercial demand customers
connected. Finally the secondary distribution networks supply the low voltage distribution networks,
which have the vast majority of demand customers connected (including domestic customers).
Generation was very rarely connected to distribution networks; instead the distribution networks were
designed for the optimal delivery of power from the transmission network to customers.

Figure 1: Traditional topology of the UK electricity network, with power delivered from
transmission-connected generation to customers.

Changes to the Electricity Network
Generation
Electricity generation in the UK has changed significantly in recent years. Many large transmissionconnected power stations have already closed, and more are expected to close in the coming years.
This is due to power stations reaching the end of their design life, and changes in government policy
such as the Industrial Emissions Directive [7].
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This generation capacity has been replaced with smaller (and in some cases renewable) forms of
electricity generation. Many of these new generators have been connected to the distribution network;
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the dramatic increase in generation connected to WPD’s networks. Each
bubble represents a generator; larger generators are depicted by a larger circle. Much of this generation
is intermittent in nature, making flows across the electricity network more difficult to predict.

Figure 2: Map of distributed generation connected to WPD’s network in 2007
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Figure 3: Map of distributed generation connected to WPD’s network in 2017

Demand
The demand on the WPD network has been fairly constant over the past 10 years, with a slight
downward trend. Demand growth from new connections has been offset by the improved efficiency of
domestic appliances and consumers’ increased awareness of their energy usage. Figure 4 shows the
historic, weather-corrected maximum demand for each of the four WPD licence areas in the last 9
years.

Figure 4: Historical weather correct maximum demands in each WPD licence area (MW)
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However; the maximum demand on the network is forecasted to increase in the future. WPD’s Shaping
Subtransmission to 2030 reports have highlighted significant potential demand growth, with the potential
for winter peak demand to increase from around 15GW in 2016 to over 20GW by 2030 under the Gone
Green scenario. This growth comes from the combination of new domestic, industrial and commercial
premises and new uses for electricity including electric vehicles and heat pumps.

Current Network
As a consequence of the changes to the electricity network, the result is a less centralised and more
complex network. Figure 5 shows a more up to date depiction of the current state of the network.
Although the core topology of the network has not changed, there is now significant generation
connected at all voltage levels on the network and new types of demand including electric vehicles.

Figure 5: Changing topology of the UK electricity network, with more low carbon technologies
and distributed generation, leading to bi-directional power-flow.
The network no longer follows a ‘top-down’ approach of power flowing from transmission-connected
power stations to distribution-connected demand. This has led to some network conditions not
previously encountered, such as bi-directional power-flow. At times of high solar and wind generation
output, it has become possible for power to flow from the distribution network onto the transmission
network in some areas.

Transition from a Distribution Network Operator to a
Distribution System Operator
The increasing decentralisation of the UKs energy system, with more small-scale renewable generation
and demand side management activity, would mean that the role of the GBSO will become more
difficult. Currently, the GBSO is responsible for country wide frequency management and ensuring the
supply of electricity meets demand on a second-by-second basis. With the increased levels of
generation at different voltage levels on the distribution network, the balancing of load and demand on a
national scale becomes more difficult to coordinate.
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Traditional DNO operations would require very substantial investments in passive grid infrastructure,
which would be underutilised much of the time. Continued construction, maintenance and operation of
passive distribution networks are no longer going to deliver the best outcomes for UK electricity bill
payers. DNOs therefore need to transition to becoming DSOs in order to operate and maintain efficient,
economic and co-ordinated networks. WPD plans to be at the forefront of this transformation.
Office for Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) have given a clear signal in section 3.5 of their Smart
Systems and Flexibility Plan, published in July 2017 [8], that they expect DNOs to use flexibility to
operate the network cost effectively:
“Issue: As the system changes, network and system operation need to evolve to ensure that the
system as whole is managed efficiently. There are a range of areas where opportunities for
efficiency savings are expected, including through active use of new technologies, providers and
solutions and through greater coordination across the transmission and distribution boundary.
Action: DNOs must make more efficient use of new technologies, providers and solutions, as
part of their evolution to Distribution System Operators (DSOs). It is critical that DSOs,
transmission owners (TOs) and the GBSO develop timely and appropriate reforms to the way
they plan, operate and engage with one another and customers, in order to manage the networks
more efficiently and minimise whole system costs. RIIO35, and the broader regulatory regime,
contain incentives to do this, and we are seeing progress now (such as growth in Active Network
Management and greater coordination), but further demonstrable progress must be made.
Efficient decisions must be facilitated by informed consideration of the full range of solutions
available.”
In order to facilitate the transition from DNO to DSO there are many capabilities WPD will need to
develop:








An understanding of historic and real time energy flows;
Forecasting future energy volumes across the network (under different scenarios) to highlight
opportunities for flexibility, operability issues and to identify when strategic reinforcement will be
needed;
Actively reconfigure the system depending on the system requirements (ranging from seasonal
through to fine adjustments);
Contracting and dispatching Distributed Energy Resources (demand, generation or storage)
through commercial arrangement;
Co-ordinating and providing services through DSO operations with the GBSO; and
Maintaining a platform for energy suppliers, communities and other market participants to have
visibility of network congestion (and to offer the DSO flexible demand or distributed generation
solutions).

Becoming a DSO will enable WPD to manage our network on a local level and better utilise our assets
through Active Network Management (ANM) and the dispatch of flexibility services as an alternative to
some reinforcements. A side-effect of increased asset utilisation might be to exacerbate those problems
which cannot yet be actively managed. Whilst some of the issues identified in this document are not
directly triggered by the transition to a DSO, the increasing complexity of the distribution network and
increased utilisation of assets may highlight the relevance of these issues earlier than previously
expected.
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Assets

This section focuses on the technology required to ensure WPD’s network is at the
forefront of the DSO transition. It includes three articles:
Network Modelling and Analysis focuses on the requirement for more advanced
modelling and analysis in network design, operational planning, and real-time
operation.
Network Monitoring and Visibility identifies the shortfalls in legacy monitoring and
what will be needed for a successful transition to a full DSO.
Data and Forecasting highlights the need for more integrated and aligned data
systems within WPD and improved interfaces within the industry. It also looks at the
increased need for long-term scenarios and operational forecasting.
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Network Modelling and Analysis
Background
Network analysis is a fundamental part of running a modern distribution network. Network analysis
informs the following activities:






Network design – the assessment of new connections and long-term projections of demand
and generation growth. At this stage WPD determines what assets and services will be
necessary to provide sufficient network capacity to make the network compliant and operable.
Operational planning – the assessment of arranged network configurations against short-term
forecasts of demand and generation. WPD has to take regular arranged outages of circuits and
equipment for maintenance, reinforcement and asset replacement. At this stage WPD
determines how the available assets and services should be used to operate the network.
Real-time operation – the operation of the network in real-time as demand levels and
generation output change. At this stage WPD takes arranged outages and reacts to unplanned
events such as faults.

Network analysis is used at each stage to determine how the network will respond to the connected
demand and generation for different network configurations. This is essential to design and operate an
efficient and secure network. Accurate analysis requires up-to-date models of the existing and future
network together with software that has sufficient functionality to carry out the studies required.
The changing network and in particular the growth in distributed generation connecting to WPD’s
network, is having a significant impact on the types of modelling and analysis required. The transition
towards a DSO is also giving rise to number of technical challenges.
At the same time, a greater onus is being placed on improving utilisation of existing assets through
innovative solutions such as ANM and Demand Side Response (DSR), as an alternative to conventional
reinforcement. This means that the modelling needed to assess network compliance and network
operation is becoming more complex. In addition, there is an increased volume of data necessary to
undertake this level of modelling. These challenges must be proactively dealt with to ensure that they do
not impede the rollout of smart grid network solutions and alternative connections.

Existing Modelling and Analysis
WPD currently uses a range of separate software tools to build and analyse network models at the
network design and operational planning stages. Each tool has a specific application such as
determining protection settings or calculating power flows. This approach does not lend itself to tasks
which overlap applications, such as assessing how protection settings limit allowable power flows. As
network complexity increases, it is expected that more interaction between applications will be
necessary. A balance must be found between the specialist features of application-specific tools and the
closer integration offered by a single general-purpose package. The possible adoption of Common
Information Model (CIM) could prove instrumental in harmonising modelling approaches within WPD
and across the industry.
There is limited real-time analysis undertaken at present, but there are a number of innovation projects
looking at incorporating this type of analysis into the Distribution Network Management System (DNMS).
Until recently network analysis has focused on passive ‘edge case’ studies of peak demand and peak
generation. At present, most modelling and analysis takes place at the network design stage, where
conservative assumptions are used, which limit the need for further analysis at the operational planning
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and real-time stages. The network must conform to a number of standards and criteria, some of which
are licence requirements, including:





ENA Engineering Recommendation (ER) P2/6 [9] – This gives requirements for security of
supply towards demand customers, which forms a condition of WPD’s licence. There is
currently no standard for providing security of supply to distributed generation;
ENA ER G74 [10] – Calculation of short-circuit currents in three-phase Alternating Current (AC)
power systems; and
ENA ER G5/4-1 [11] – Planning levels for harmonic voltage distortions and the connection of
non-linear equipment to transmission and distribution networks.

Types of Analysis
The most common form of analysis currently undertaken is load-flow studies. These are used to
calculate the steady-state voltages and circuit loadings across a network for given demand, generation
and running arrangements. The results of load-flow studies are assessed to confirm that circuits are not
overloaded and voltages are within acceptable limits. To ensure that the network can cope with credible
running arrangements, it is assessed for the following conditions, which are shown in Figure 6:




Intact – the normal running network;
First Circuit Outage (FCO) – a fault or arranged outage; and
Second Circuit Outage (SCO) – an arranged outage followed by a fault.
Intact

FCO

SCO

Figure 6: Simplified power system diagram showing intact, FCO and SCO conditions at a
substation
Since a network can have dozens or even hundreds of credible faults and arranged outages, analysing
all of the combinations that form second circuit outages can be computationally intensive. ER P2/6 sets
minimum requirements for how much demand can be supplied in a group (area of network) following
each type of outage. The network may be designed to a higher standard than that required by P2/6, with
considerations given to Customer Minutes Lost (CML) and Customer Interruptions (CI) incentives.
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Other types of analysis are also undertaken regularly including protection studies, power quality studies,
and earthing studies.

Network Impact
Having appropriate modelling and analysis tools with high quality, integrated data will help us to ensure
that:









Networks are operated within thermal, voltage, fault level and other constraints;
Schemes such as ANM and flexibility services procured by different parties are coordinated;
The network impact of new technologies such as electric vehicles and battery storage is
understood;
Generator curtailment is minimised;
Asset utilisation is improved;
Capacity is made available for new connections;
Reinforcement projects are triggered in a timely and efficient manner; and
The impact of control actions can be predicted.

The rollout of innovative technological and commercial solutions to increase network flexibility, will mean
significant changes to when and how we model and analyse our network and its interface with National
Grid, customers and other third parties.

Detailed Assessment
This section details some of the modelling and analysis challenges that are likely to affect the operability
of the network directly, or as a consequence of insufficient support systems.

Network Design Analysis
Passive distribution networks are designed against the most onerous edge cases, with a presumption
that the network will be compliant in-between the edge cases. Becoming a DSO, where the distribution
network is no longer passive, will require analysis which extends beyond the traditional edge case
studies. Network Design studies can be divided into two categories:




Network Capability Assessment – determining what assets and services will be necessary to
make the network compliant and operable. As demand and generation behaviours change and
become more active, fixed edge cases will no longer necessarily the most onerous conditions.
Energy Curtailment Estimation – estimating generation and demand curtailment through
mechanisms such as ANM and DSR to inform investment decisions. A significant portion of
energy curtailment is not expected to occur at times of peak generation or demand, but during
the periods between these peaks.

Time-Step Analysis
Time-step analysis is a technique where a series of load flows are run on the same network to represent
successive time-steps in steady-state. This allows the interaction between dissimilar demand and
generation profiles to be analysed, which is necessary for both network capability assessment and
energy curtailment assessment. Time-step analysis requires defined profile behaviour of all demand
and generation for each time period studied.
Time-step analysis is distinct from dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis considers network behaviour
during changes in network topology, generation output and demand levels; time-step analysis considers
network behaviour between changes in network topology, generation output and demand levels.
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Existing Time-Step Analysis
One of the main implementations of time-step analysis currently used by WPD is the Distribution
Constraint Analysis Tool (DCAT). DCAT is a bespoke energy curtailment estimation tool, used to
provide curtailment estimates to customers who have applied for ANM generator connections. DCAT
runs a load-flow for every half-hour of a year, and calculates the power curtailment of each generator for
each half-hour. It then aggregates the power curtailment from all half-hours to estimate annual energy
curtailment.
Wind and Photovoltaic (PV) site outputs are based on sampled outputs for the given half hour and all
other generation is assumed at 100% output. Demand is derived from the half hourly measured values
at each primary substation.
Figure 7 shows the output from the DCAT, giving the curtailment for a 0.5MW windfarm over a year. It
shows that the site will see a total of 31MWhs of curtailment across a typical year. Whilst this is not
exact, it gives the customer an indicative curtailment figure in MWhs, which they can use to help
determine if it is a viable investment.

Figure 7: Example DCAT output showing energy curtailment estimates for a generation site
Time-step analysis is also used by WPD’s Network Strategy team to carry out the studies underlying the
Shaping Subtransmission to 2030 series of reports. In these studies, time-step analysis is combined
with comprehensive contingency analysis to provide a detailed insight into network behaviour. The
studies focus primarily on network capability assessment, but are also starting to consider energy
curtailment estimation.

Further Time-Step Analysis
Extending the use of time-step analysis at the network design stage will enable:







Assessment of the interaction between flexibility services;
Daily network variance to be assessed in more detail, which will enable the network to be
designed based on a full representative study;
ANM to be fully rolled out where required by 2021;
Cyclic ratings of equipment to be assessed in greater detail, which will allow for better utilisation
of existing assets;
Assessment of where asset replacement or reinforcement of equipment can be justified based
on losses or excess asset ageing; and
Assessment of how commercial drivers for generators, storage and demand could impact the
network.
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Case Study – Time-Step Analysis
This case study demonstrates how time-step analysis can provide new insights that assist network
design. Three 132kV circuits from a Grid Supply Point (GSP) to a Bulk Supply Point (BSP) are shown in
Figure 8. The group demand exceeds 300MW, putting the BSP into ER P2/6’s class E. This requires
that:



After a first circuit outage, group demand is met; and
After a second circuit outage, all customers are supplied at ⅔ group demand (it is assumed that
maintenance can be undertaken when demand is below ⅔ of peak).

132kV
A

400kV

33kV

B

C
BSP

GSP

Figure 8: Three circuit 132kV supply group
Figure 9 shows flows in circuit C over the course of the day of winter peak demand. It can be seen that
circuit C is overloaded for most of the day under the worst second circuit outage – an arranged outage
on circuit A followed by a fault on circuit B.

Figure 9: Winter flows on circuit C calculated using time-step analysis
The overload shown in Figure 9 can be avoided by scheduling arranged outages away from winter peak
demand. This is a common practice; the period of spring, summer and autumn in which arranged
outages are normally taken is known as the access window. Figure 10 shows flows in circuit C over the
course of the day of spring peak demand. The demand at the BSP is lower in spring, but the rating of
circuit C is also reduced due to increased ambient temperature. This means that circuit C is still
overloaded at the spring peak.
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Figure 10: Spring flows on circuit C calculated using time-step analysis
If only the peak half hour were considered, it would appear that reinforcement was necessary. By
assessing the whole day using time-step analysis, it can be seen that the overload only persists for less
than two hours. This raises the possibility of alternatives to conventional reinforcement including:




Applying cyclic or real-time ratings to circuit C;
Using DSR or other flexibility services to time-shift or reduce demand; or
Scheduling the arranged outage for a different part of the access window when circuit C would
not be overloaded.

Impact on Operability
Up until recently, the network has been designed without the need for extensive time-step analysis.
Without this type of analysis the ability to estimate energy curtailment for ANM is limited. It can be
estimated using persistence curves of different demand and generation technologies, but would not
provide such an accurate estimate of curtailment for potential customers, due to the complexities of
power-flow on an interconnected network.
In the Shaping Subtransmission to 2030 series of reports, combined time-step and contingency analysis
has proven particularly effective at identifying network issues prior to them being seen on the network.
Integrating this technique into business-as-usual will help to identify more issues that can be proactively
dealt with, reducing the risk of network constraints limiting network operation.
Some of the benefits that time-step analysis will provide are:




Estimating energy curtailment of generators;
Accurate assessment of cyclic loadings on circuits and transformers; and
Better determination of the worst contingency permutation, which will enable the most
appropriate conventional or innovative solutions to be chosen.

Operational Planning Analysis
It is necessary to take regular arranged outages of circuits and other parts of the network for
maintenance, reinforcement and asset replacement. Operational planning focuses on scheduling
arranged outages and securing the network against faults that could occur during arranged outages.
WPD currently uses the same network models and analysis tools for network design analysis and
operational planning analysis. This can make operational planning analysis manually intensive, since
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model parameters need to be tweaked to the prevailing demand, generation and network configuration
before analysis can take place.
Building operational planning analysis tools that integrate more closely with the DNMS would allow
demand, generation and network configuration to be automatically inputted from live or historical data.
The Advanced Planning Tool (APT), part of WPD’s Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) Network
Equilibrium Innovation project, trialled techniques including the use of weather forecasts to generate
demand and generation forecasts.

Real-time Analysis
Real-time analysis is the assessment of the network in near real-time, typically using instantaneous
monitoring as an input. The output from this analysis is used to automatically adjust network
arrangements or provide predictive forecasts to network operators. The GBSO uses real-time modelling
extensively, as they require a detailed understanding of what is happening on the network to balance
demand and generation and dynamically deal with network incidents.
It is worth noting that this is different to local control systems such Automatic Voltage Control (AVC) and
automatically switched reactive compensation, which have been used for many years. Those make
decisions in isolation based upon locally measured network conditions and do not link to a centralised
DNMS to inform the control process. Interaction with these systems must be considered when designing
real-time systems.

Existing Real-time Analysis Systems
For a passive distribution network, this type of modelling has not generally been necessary, because
the network has been designed so it can safely operate within predefined limits. The smart solutions we
are in the process of implementing are changing this.
The most mature smart solution using real-time analysis is ANM. There are currently several ANM
systems open to application across WPD licence areas. The other real-time analysis tools are being
trialled are part of WPD’s LCNF Network Equilibrium Innovation project.

System Voltage Optimisation (SVO)
This system will use a real-time monitoring and analysis tool to evaluate the real-time network situation
on the 11kV and 33kV network to optimise the voltage at primary and BSP substations, through the use
of enhanced AVC relays at each site. The online tool will be directly connected to WPD’s existing DNMS
via an internal Inter-Control Centre Communication Protocol (ICCP) link. The aim of the SVO is to
minimise or maximise the voltage, within existing statutory limits, at a given substation to enable either
additional generation or demand respectively to connect to the system. This is currently in the offline
testing phase and will go live in January 2018.

Flexible Power Link (FPL) Control System
A 20MVA AC-DC-AC converter is currently being installed between two 33kV networks that are not
currently able to operate in parallel due to their specific operational arrangements. The FPL enables
significantly increased flexibility of the two existing networks by allowing controlled real power transfer
through the device and independent reactive power control at each side. The FPL will be actively and
dynamically controlled via a real-time control module linked to the existing DNMS and will determine the
required real and reactive power characteristics to optimise the complete network for maximum
generation and load capacity. The complete system is planned to go live in April 2018.
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Impact on Operability
System Coordination
Two options for running real-time analysis are to have the DNMS software with native ability to run the
analysis, or bespoke software linking directly to the DNMS. These systems will be making assessments
in real-time and automatically changing the network based on these results. It is of operational
importance that there is high confidence in the decisions these automated systems are making and
appropriate failsafes are built in.
If multiple systems are utilised then the interaction between control systems will need detailed
assessment to ensure they are coordinated in their approach to network management. This will include
their interaction with existing local control systems and protection such as G59 [12] protection,
Directional Over Current (DOC) and voltage control schemes.
Without detailed design and coordination, there is a risk that multiple control systems will not coordinate
and cause the network to operate in a detrimental way.

Time Delay
These systems will have an inherent delay between the trigger (network event or threshold limit) and
network resolution. Figure 11 shows an example of the delays that will be seen for a typical real-time
control system.
Trigger

Resolution

Communication
delay

Waiting for all
inputs

Modelling/
processing time

Decision time

Communication
delay

Ramp down/
equipment delay

Time

Figure 11: Example of the delays seen when carrying out switching or generator curtailment with
real-time analysis in the loop
The operability challenge will be making sure the time delay is acceptable and does not negatively
impact the network. If a load-flow or iterative analysis is required in the loop, then this will need to meet
acceptable convergence limits before any action can be taken. Systems like the FPL will be dealing in
second timeframes whereas ANM will be operating within minute(s). It will be crucial to ensure the
control systems are coordinated and do not have excessive time delays as this could cause hunting,
instability and model non-convergence (e.g. ANM models).

Data Availability
There is currently insufficient remote monitoring on the network to enable determination of network
conditions at all strategic locations, especially at the lower voltage levels. State estimate can be used to
approximate network conditions, but requires a minimum level of data to achieve a realistic estimation.
The challenges associated with insufficient monitoring and data recorded are discussed in the Network
Monitoring and Visibility article of this report.
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Where there is insufficient data, or confidence in the data (e.g. from unreliable communications) the
systems will need appropriate failsafe mechanisms. Low confidence in data/results or insufficient
monitoring will mean these systems will not be able to operate effectively.

ANM Modelling and Design
WPD currently offer four types of alternative connection to customers wishing to connect generation to
constrained areas of network:





Active Network Management (ANM);
Timed;
Soft-intertrip; and
Export Limited.

Alternative connections enable faster connection of distributed generation, with some form of
curtailment arrangement to avoid expensive reinforcement costs. These alternative connection solutions
are regarded as the first stage in preparing for full DSO role.
ANM is the most complex form of alternative connection, but can release the most network capacity. It
uses real-time network analysis to determine the allowable output of generators across an area of
network. A power-flow management algorithm is used to determine which of the possible constraints are
exceeded and allocates export capacity to generators in Last In, First Out (LIFO) order. ANM is due to
be rolled out where required across our network by 2021. As a result, the assessment of flexibility
services in this section focuses on ANM; however this is expected to include other flexibility services in
the future as the market develops.

Existing ANM Modelling
Under WPD’s current methodology for designing a generator connection in an ANM zone:
1. The customer’s application to connect the generator is assessed for a conventional connection.
The connection works and any necessary reinforcement are designed and costed.
2. If reinforcement is necessary and ANM can be used in place of some or all of it to alleviate
steady-state thermal and voltage constraints, the generator is allocated a place in the LIFO
stack and assessed for an ANM connection. The principal of the LIFO stack is that the last
generator to apply for connection is the first to be curtailed when curtailment is necessary.
3. The DCAT tool is used to estimate how much energy curtailment that the generator would be
subjected to. This estimate is provided to the customer to inform the comparison between
curtailment and the cost of reinforcement.
Any new generation connections are assessed in the same way, with any connected or accepted-notyet-connected ANM generators in the model at their export capacity. Currently, ANM can manage
voltage and thermal constraints within the technical limits of the ANM system. These limits will depend
on the ANM logic and the transient limits of the network. If these limits are exceeded then conventional
reinforcement or another alternative solution will be needed.

ANM Strategies
WPD have identified three curtailment strategies that could be applied by ANM and other schemes that
manage generator output:
1. Full pre-event curtailment – Generators are curtailed sufficiently to ensure that the network is
steady-state compliant prior to the next event, and will be steady-state compliant immediately
following any next event;
2. Partial pre-event curtailment – Generators are curtailed sufficiently to ensure that the network
is steady-state compliant prior to the next event, and will be short-term compliant for a specified
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recovery timeframe immediately following any next event. Following an event it is necessary to
further curtail generators to restore steady-state compliance; and
3. Post-event curtailment – Following an event the generators are curtailed immediately to return
the network to steady state compliance.

Case Study – Curtailment Strategies
This following case study compares the three curtailment strategies and highlights some of the design
and operability challenges associated with them. The network in Figure 12 represents an ANMmanaged 132kV network running under intact conditions. The demands, generation and circuit loadings
shown are for a period when generation output is high and demand is low. The demand and generation
connected downstream of each BSP are represented by lumped demand and generator symbols at
each BSP for the purposes of these studies. Every BSP has a high penetration of distributed
generation, resulting in reverse power-flow from each BSP onto the 132kV network.
GSP

67%

86%

BSP 1

45MW
G4

18MW
26MW
G2

27%

BSP 4
G6
43%

20MW
G1
27%

20%

BSP 2
18MW
21MW
G3

BSP 3
G5
23%

12%

G7
24MW

Figure 12: Intact network showing circuit loadings with no generation constrained
This case study focuses on how the ANM system manages a thermal constraint on the circuit between
the GSP and generator G4. The most onerous fault that can occur is the loss of the circuit between the
GSP and BSP1. Depending on the time of day and the balance of demand and generation, the most
onerous event may change. The ANM system constrains the generators in LIFO stack order; this is G7,
then G6, then G5 etc.

Full Pre-event Curtailment
Under the full pre-event curtailment strategy, generators are curtailed in anticipation of events such as
faults to prevent overloads. The ANM system determines what the loading of each circuit would be after
each credible fault and curtails the generation in LIFO stack order to ensure that post-fault circuit
loading cannot exceed steady-state ratings. The post-fault loading can be determined using prepopulated lookup tables, or real-time load-flow analysis. This strategy ensures that there are no short-
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term overloads between the fault occurring and the ANM system re-curtailing generators for the new
running arrangement.
Figure 13 shows how this strategy manages the fault outage of the circuit between the GSP and BSP 1,
applying curtailment under intact network conditions to ensure that no overload will occur after the fault.
Conditions immediately after fault outage of
circuit between GSP and BSP 1

Intact network

GSP
GSP

99%
45%

61%

BSP 1

BSP 1

45MW
G4

18MW
26MW
G2

5%

18MW
26MW
G2

G6 curtailed
by 12MW

BSP 4
G6
14MW
18MW

26%

45MW
G4
39%

BSP 4
G6
14MW
18MW

9%

20MW

20MW

G1

G1

40%
5%

G7 fully curtailed

49%

10%

BSP 2
18MW
21MW
G3

G6 curtailed
by 12MW

BSP 2

BSP 3

2%

2%

18MW
21MW
G3

G5
26MW
18MW

BSP 3

44%

G7 fully curtailed

G7
0MW

44%

G5
26MW
18MW

G7
0MW

Figure 13: Full pre-event curtailment example
Under intact running the following generators have to be curtailed by a total of 36MW in anticipation of a
fault between the GSP and BSP1 overloading the circuit between the GSP and generator G4:



G7 is curtailed by 24MW (its full output); and
G6 is curtailed by 12MW (from 26MWs to 14MWs).

No further curtailment is necessary in the immediate aftermath of the fault.
A disadvantage of this strategy is that it is necessary to curtail generators under intact conditions in
anticipation of faults. An advantage is that it is more tolerant of delays in calculation, communications
and curtailment than the other strategies.

Post-event Curtailment
Under the post-event curtailment strategy, generators are not curtailed until after events such as faults
have occurred.
Figure 14 shows how this strategy manages the fault outage of the circuit between the GSP and BSP 1,
not applying curtailment until after the fault occurs.
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Conditions immediately after fault outage of
circuit between GSP and BSP 1

Intact network
GSP

GSP

67%

86%
143%

BSP 1

45MW

BSP 1

G4

18MW
26MW
G2

45MW
G4

18MW
26MW
G2

27%

BSP 4

78%

BSP 4

G6
43%

20MW

20MW

G1

G1
27%

40%

20%

BSP 2
18MW
21MW
G3

G6
26MW
18MW

9%

BSP 2

BSP 3
G5
23%

78%

18MW
21MW
G3

12%

BSP 3

44%

78%

G5
26MW
18MW

G7
24MW

G7
24MW

Figure 14: Post-event curtailment example
In the immediate aftermath of the fault, the circuit between the GSP and BSP1 is loaded to 142% of its
steady-state rating, i.e. overloaded. Since this is beyond the circuit’s capabilities, it is necessary to
curtail generator output near-instantaneously (within less than one second of the fault occurring) to
reduce the circuit loading to within 100% of its steady-state rating. To achieve this, G7, G6 and G5 are
sent a pre-determined instruction to disconnect immediately from the network, resulting in a total of
76MW of curtailment.
A disadvantage of this strategy is that it does not allow time for calculation, so relies on pre-determined
rules to decide which generators to curtail and by how much. This can lead to more curtailment being
used than would otherwise be necessary. It is more suitable for implementing simple ‘hard-wired’
intertripping schemes than complex ANM schemes. An advantage is that generators are not curtailed
until an event occurs, reducing the time spent curtailed.

Partial Pre-event Curtailment
This strategy combines aspects of full pre-event curtailment and post-event curtailment. It relies on the
ability of some circuit components such as transformers to withstand minor short-term overloads. Under
this strategy, a short-term rating is assigned to each circuit. The ANM system determines what the
loading of each circuit would be after each credible fault and curtails the generation in LIFO stack order
to ensure that post-fault circuit loading cannot exceed short-term ratings.
In this example, the short-term rating of the circuit between the GSP and generator G4 is 125% of its
steady-state rating for up to three minutes. Figure 15 shows how this strategy manages the fault outage
of the circuit between the GSP and BSP 1, applying partial curtailment under intact network conditions
to ensure that post-fault loadings are within short-term ratings.
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Conditions immediately after fault outage of
circuit between GSP and BSP 1

Intact
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GSP
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G5
26MW
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Figure 15: Partial pre-event curtailment
Under intact running, generator G7 has to be curtailed by 15MW (from 24MW to 9MW) in anticipation of
a fault between the GSP and BSP1 overloading the circuit between the GSP and generator G4. In the
immediate aftermath of the fault, the circuit between the GSP and generator G4 is loaded to 125% of its
steady-state rating, i.e. up to its short-term rating.
It is then necessary to curtail a further 21MW of generation within the three-minute limit of the short-term
rating to reduce the circuit loading to within 100% of its steady-state rating:



G7 is curtailed by a further 9MW (its full output); and
G6 is curtailed by 12MW (from 26MW to 14MW).

This strategy strikes a practical balance between full pre-event curtailment and post-event curtailment,
but relies upon the availability of practical short-term ratings for constrained circuits and fast calculation,
communication and curtailment.

Curtailment Summary
Table 1: Comparison of curtailment under the three ANM strategies
Strategy
Full pre-fault
curtailment
Post-fault curtailment
Partial pre-fault
curtailment

Pre-fault curtailment

Post-fault curtailment

Total curtailment

36MW

0MW

36MW

0MW

76MW

76MW

15MW

21MW

36MW

Power curtailment does not give a full picture of the advantages and disadvantages of the three
strategies. The energy curtailed under each strategy would depend upon the profiles of the generators
and demands connected to the network, and the likelihood of a fault between the GSP and BSP1.
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Impact on Operability
The current generation of ANM systems use full pre-event curtailment. They are complemented by
‘hard-wired’ intertripping schemes, which use a form of post-event curtailment. Both strategies curtail
more generation than would be ideal. Moving to the partial pre-event curtailment strategy may reduce
energy curtailment, but will require the determination of short-term ratings for a wide variety of circuit
components. It will also require faster calculation, communication and curtailment than are currently
necessary for full pre-event curtailment.

Future Modelling and Analysis
The implementation of these real-time control systems and other flexibility services will require design
stage analysis capable of replicating their complex behaviour and interaction with other systems.
Existing modelling tools are focused on modelling a passive network and do not have the ability to
model ANM and other innovative control systems.
As flexibility services and smart solutions are integrated into business-as-usual, their behaviour will
need to be incorporated into design modelling and analysis. In some cases, this may require new types
of analysis such as dynamic analysis. The services defined in WPD’s DSO strategy document are given
in Figure 16.

Figure 16: DSO Flexibility services as defined in WPD's DSO strategy document
The modelling of a smart network will require long-term modelling software, with functionality that
enables these studies to be undertaken prior to connection to the real-time system. Existing power
system software has limited functionality to assess the majority of these services. The innovation
projects are utilising custom scripts to replicate the flexibility behaviour in the design software. These
are currently being developed in relative isolation from each other. There will be a point where these
add-ons will require interaction or integration into the native functionality of the software. Too many addons improperly coordinated will lead to a design process that is too complex.
This is a challenge faced across the DNOs, due to the speed at which the distribution network is
changing and the requirements from modelling software struggle to keep up with the speed of
innovation.

Impact on Operability
By having the ability to analyse how ANM, flexibility services and other control systems will interact at
the design stage will help to:




Determine where there is likely to be control system conflicts;
Highlight where existing smart solutions are not sufficient to resolve a network constraint; and
Reduce the risk of inadvertent operation of systems, through a more coordinated design
approach.
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Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
There is not one simple modelling and analysis innovation that will enable WPD to transition to a DSO
role. Instead it will be a combination of incremental improvements that will look at when and how the
network is modelled and analysed.

Network Design Analysis
WPD will continue using time-step analysis for the subtransmission strategic reports. These studies are
being used to help guide low regret investment decisions. It will also help guide where this type of
analysis would be most beneficial within the business. The reports for South West, South Wales and
East Midlands can be found on our website. The West Midlands report will be published early 2018.
Time-step analysis will aid in assessing network curtailment and the balance between conventional
reinforcement and innovative solutions. This can be done using a combination of time-step analysis and
an understanding of generation and demand persistence. This type of analysis is being trialled between
National Grid and WPD as part of the Regional Development Plan (RDP) work that is part of the ENA
Open Networks work stream. This collaborative work is looking at how the GBSO can interact with a
DNO/DSO to design the wider network in an efficient and coordinated manner.
WPD are currently investigating how this type of analysis could be further used to determine curtailment
requirements for distribution constraints that are not currently covered by ANM.

Operational Planning Analysis
Learning from Network Equilibrium’s APT will be used to inform future operational planning analysis. As
new technologies such as ANM are rolled out, it will become necessary to consider their behaviour in
operational planning.

Real-Time Analysis
WPD will continue to rollout ANM and other innovation projects in a coordinated manner, ensuring they
continue to integrate with existing control systems. The conclusions of the innovation projects will help
guide WPD towards the best method of integrating all of these online control systems.
The SVO system will be taking central control over the previous local AVC system and any interaction,
specifically with the ANMs, will simply be revised real-time voltages fed in to the ANM system to adapt
its outputs time delay. It would be optimal to have a more integrated SVO and ANM system whereby the
reduction / increase in voltage set point at the substation was the first (or at least one) mitigating action.
The FPL will be fully integrated with the SVO so that they do not conflict in their control of voltage on the
wider system. A key local control point that the FPL needs to co-ordinate with is the wider systems’ tap
changers and this has been managed by ensuring that the FPL is vastly quicker than that of a tap
change operation and to stabilise long enough to ensure that the tap changers can ‘catch up’ if and
when required.

ANM Modelling and Design
The active ANM zones within WPD currently use the full pre-event curtailment strategy; we also operate
several ‘hard-wired’ generator intertrip schemes which use the post-event curtailment strategy. We are
now developing a scheme which will use partial pre-event curtailment to manage Super Grid
Transformer (SGT) loading at Alverdiscott GSP in cooperation with National Grid.
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Future Modelling
WPD will continue to assess what level of modelling and analysis is needed at the design, operational
and real-time stage so flexibility services can be incorporated as they become viable. This will include
considering where dynamic analysis may be necessary.

Long Term Solutions
The long-term solutions for network modelling and analysis are not as clearly defined, as they will
heavily depend on what flexibility services and systems will end up interacting with the distribution
network.

Network Design Analysis
The long-term aim is to have design stage tool capable of modelling all DSO and ANM requirements. To
reach this will need power system software packages that are capable of modelling the array of services
and systems that are being utilised on the network. As stated, a balance must be found between the
specialist features of application-specific tools and the closer integration offered by a single generalpurpose package.

Operational Planning Analysis
The transition to a DSO will see more operational analysis undertaken as energy flows are managed in
real-time. This will mean that short-term operational forecasting will become a crucial part of running the
network.

Real-time Analysis
WPD is reviewing the ability of the current DNMS system, to determine what functionality could be
incorporated within the DNMS. This will also look at how the DNMS could be used to coordinate third
party packages. To make certain that the modelling and analysis tools will not limit the rollout of
flexibility services, WPD will continue to refine the method for coordinating these online systems.
Depending on the success of SVO and FPL projects, these could be rolled out as business-as-usual,
potentially releasing further network capacity and giving increased flexibility in real-time. If rolled out
beyond the trial network, further integration with the ANM and DNMS would be assessed.

ANM Modelling and Design
We have committed to having ANM available where required across all WPD licence areas by 2021. At
present, ANM can manage thermal and voltage constraints within the limits of the ANM system by
constraining generation. In the future ANM might be extended to manage other network limitations such
as voltage step change, power quality, losses and fault level. If the partial pre-event curtailment strategy
is adopted, it will be necessary to determine appropriate short-term ratings for network components
including overhead lines, cables, transformers and protection systems.
As discussed in Real-time Analysis, there is also the possibility of incorporating the ANM system within
the DNMS. This comes with a number of data challenges that are discussed in the data and forecasting
section.

Supporting Data and Systems
Identifying when and how we undertake the modelling is only part of the challenge of transitioning to a
DSO. The following supporting data and systems must be in place to enable the complexity of modelling
that will be required:


Appropriate monitoring equipment capable of recording the granularity and correct analogues
needed to undertake the real-time or network design modelling;
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A communication system with sufficient capacity to handle the increased data transfer needed
from a smarter, more flexible network; and
Data systems that can interpret and store the data. That can then be interrogated to determine
network conditions.

The challenges of providing inputs to network modelling and analysis are covered in the following
articles on Network Monitoring and Visibility, and Data and Forecasting.
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Network Monitoring and Visibility
Background
The ability to effectively run a smart and flexible network requires a higher level of real-time network
visibility and control, with sufficient monitoring and communication to determine:








Real and reactive power flows at strategic locations on the network;
The direction of power flows for both real and reactive power;
Voltage magnitude and phase angle;
Switchgear status, operations and failures;
Transformer tap positions;
Protection operations; and
Power quality.

In the past the operational network conditions were determined from limited remote monitoring and
onsite interrogation. The existing level of network monitoring and control has progressed significantly.
The monitoring equipment installed at a given substation depends on a number of factors such as
geographic location and network topology, but is most dependent on the nominal voltage, with the lower
voltages having significantly less monitoring.
At a GSP, BSP or Primary substation most of the required telemetry and control is already installed, but
going down to a distribution substation this is considerably reduced. Historically, low levels of monitoring
have been installed at distribution substations, as the benefits were limited when compared with the
associated costs to customers.
The transition to a DSO will require an increased visibility of energy flows at all voltage levels; to
achieve this, recording frequency will need to be increased through the addition of extra monitoring
points. New and existing metering at strategic locations will need to provide directional MW and MVAr
measurements where it does not already. There may also be the need to have network trends stored at
a higher sample rate than half hourly averaged, due to intermittent generation and demand technologies
connecting to the network causing fluctuations within a half hour.
This transition is fundamentally based on intelligent monitoring and integration of devices within a
DNMS. The main drivers for increased monitoring and control are:





The increase of LCTs connecting to the distribution network causing uncertainty in network
flows. In particular, bi-directional power flows and power factor variations;
Rolling out smart grid network solutions and smart grid alternative connection solutions;
A better understanding of pre-fault and post-fault network conditions; and
Improved accuracy on network losses.

Network Impact
The ability of network monitoring and communication to meet the future requirements as a DSO is
crucial for the continued development of the network.
An increasingly complex distribution network will need higher levels of monitoring beyond the current
substation boundaries. Data will need to be collected at key network locations and at a higher frequency
and granularity, both in relations to real-time system operations and longer term network planning. The
ability to control the network, take actions and react to wider system events through the use of
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enhanced monitoring solutions will aid our ability to detect issues directly impacting network
performance and ensure we maintain a safe and reliable network.
Real-time analysis will need sufficient visibility of the network to determine network conditions, so these
systems can take actions in the required timeframes. This will need communication links with time
delays that are within the limits of the systems.
Without additional monitoring and control, implementation of smart grid solutions will be limited. Without
actual measurements to show how the network is functioning, it must be designed in a passive way and
operated using conservative assumptions. This leads to a network that operates inefficiently, leading to
potentially unnecessary costs from reinforcements or constraints.

Detailed Assessment
Existing Monitoring
With increasing levels of LCTs connecting to WPD’s network, it is vital that the magnitude and direction
of power-flow is measured accurately and displayed in a consistent manner. There are three different
types of Power that are applicable to A.C. systems, Apparent Power, Active Power and Reactive Power.
Apparent Power = Voltage x Current and has units of Volt-Amperes (e.g. VA, kVA or MVA).
Active Power = Voltage x Current x COS Ѳ, where Ѳ is the angle between the Voltage and
Current waveforms. Active Power is expressed in Watts (e.g. W, kW or MW).
Reactive Power = Voltage x Current x SIN Ѳ, where Ѳ is the angle between the Voltage and
Current waveforms. Reactive Power is expressed in VARs (e.g. VAr, kVAr or MVAr)
Voltage, Current and Apparent Power by themselves are non-directional quantities and are not
assigned a direction. The direction of active and reactive power-flow depends on the relationship
between the voltage and current waveform. There are three ways power is determined on the network,
with each method giving varying detail on power-flow.
Table 2: Summary of methods to determine power

Method

Inputs

Amps
and
Dummy
Volts
Volts and
Amps

Amp reading,
Voltage assumed
from nominal
voltage
Amp reading,
Volts reading
Amps and Volts
connected to a
transducer capable
of determining
direction

Derived
MW and
MVAr

Precise MVA
value

Direction
available

Real
(MW)
Component

Reactive
(MVAr)
Component

No – due to
assumed
nominal
voltage

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Amps with dummy Volts – This is where no voltage measurement is available, so an assumption of
nominal voltage (1 p.u.) is used. This will give an approximate MVA magnitude, but no directional real or
reactive component.
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Volts and Amps – This is using measured Volts and Amps to determine power-flow. This will give a true
MVA magnitude, but no directional real or reactive component.
MW and MVAr – To get MW and MVAr data requires a volt and amp input into a transducer that can
determine the phase angle between the volt and current waveforms, as this determines the direction
and magnitude of the real and reactive components.
Figure 17 is a four quadrant diagram showing how the direction and magnitude of real and reactive
power can be determined from the phase difference between the Voltage and Current waveforms. To
determine this requires a Volts and Amps input into a transducer/device capable of determining the
phase angle between the waveforms.

Figure 17: Four quadrant diagram - direction of power-flow
All of these methods of determining power are utilised to some extent on the network. Amps and
dummy Volts are only used where no voltage is available, as it introduces an error where the voltage is
not operating at nominal voltage (1 p.u.). Operating above nominal voltage is common at most
substation busbars, to account for voltage drop at the extremities of the network.
GSP transformers and feeders normally have directional MW and MVAr data available. Monitoring at a
BSP transformer is increasingly directional MW and MVAr metering. All new BSP substations are
having it installed as standard and WPD have an active project retrofitting existing BSPs where
possible.
Before the unprecedented connection of distributed generation, monitoring of BSP feeders and primary
substations was generally via Amps and Volts metering. The direction could be assumed as
unidirectional (normally demand) with a constant lagging power factor. This meant there was limited
benefit investing in equipment that could determine real and reactive power-flow directions.

Case Study – Directional Monitoring
The connection of LCTs is changing the level of monitoring that is required on the network. An increase
in reverse power-flow and varying power factors are being seen more and more across the network.
This example highlights why monitoring just Volts and Amps is not always sufficient to design and
operate an increasingly complex and unpredictable network. The network chosen for this study is a
132/33kV transformer at a BSP.
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Figure 18: Power-flow at BSP represented with Amps and dummy Volts metering

Figure 19: Power-flow at BSP represented with Amps and Volts metering
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Both Figure 18 and Figure 19 are showing MVA values; looking at this data suggests it is a daytime
peaking load, as there is no way of determining the real and reactive magnitudes and direction. The
difference in the peak MVA value of 23.3MVA (Amps only monitoring) compared with 24MVA (Volts and
Amps) can be attributed to the voltage at the 33kV operating above nominal voltage.

Figure 20: Power-flow at BSP represented with full 4-quandrant MW and MVAr metering
Figure 20 shows the same transformer on the same day, but with full directional MW and MVAr
metering. This shows a very different picture of the actual flows on the transformer. What is actually
happening is reverse real power-flow, predominately caused by PV generation. The power factor is
lagging, with 2MVAr flowing into the 33kV network. This information is completely masked with nondirectional MVA values.

Required Monitoring
The site chosen for this study has directional MW and MVAr metering installed, as it was necessary to
generate these graphs. What it does highlight is the need for this detail of monitoring at more locations
on the network. Full MW and MVAr data will be essential to enable the real and reactive components,
with direction to be determined. With the increase in intermittent generation and the connection of
disruptive technologies like batteries the need to understand the real and reactive flows on the network
is becoming increasingly important.

Impact on Operability
Correct MW and MVAr data with the correct direction are required in real-time to effectively operate the
network. This information is also used to accurately represent the network within a power system model.
Without this information, assumptions have to be made regarding power-flow direction and power factor.
This information is necessary for:



Making informed decisions about switching and network operation;
Ratings of transformers, as they are dependent on power-flow direction;
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Running real-time analysis like ANM will necessitate this level of detail to ensure the control
systems can represent the network accurately; and
Enabling the network to be correctly represented in power system software as this is used to
determine reinforcement requirements and network constraints.

It is likely that real-time analysis, like that currently used for ANM, will be used to a greater degree in the
future as flexibility services are used to manage short duration, seasonal constraints where this provides
better value-for-money than traditional reinforcement. Accurate modelling of the network will be required
to procure and initiate the correct volume of flexibility services at the right time and right location on the
network.

Granularity of Averaged Data
WPD’s DNMS software receives instantaneous readings for analogues where there is a change in the
monitored value beyond a pre-determined hysteresis range. This data is displayed on the control
diagram and is used to operate the network. It will also be used by a number of the ANM systems. This
data is not currently recorded for future use because it has not previously been required.
What has historically been recorded is a half hourly average value, which is calculated by the DNMS
from the instantaneous values. This is used for regulatory reporting and as an input into models to
determine network compliance and reinforcement requirements. The granularity of the time averaged
data is a trade-off between data processing and accuracy. When networks were demand driven this
granularity of data was the standard, as it gave an accurate representation of network conditions. With
the increase of intermittent distributed generation and energy storage connecting to the network, there
is a concern that a half hourly averaged value is becoming unrepresentative.
This has been previously identified in part of WPD’s FALCON project, which was looking at DSR and
how without adequate data, it would be theoretically possible that a site being measured with standard
half hourly settlement metering could appear to be achieving a consistent reduced maximum demand.
The LV templates project also installed a large amount of monitoring equipment at LV across South
Wales at 10 minute intervals, as 30 minutes was not been deemed adequate.

Case Study – Recording Interval
The power-flow variation at a given feeder over a half hour period is predominately dependent on the
technology mix of demand and generation. A domestic and commercial demand dominated feeder will
typically have less variation across a half hour than an industrial demand or an intermittent generation
dominated feeder.
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Figure 21: Comparison of half hourly averaged flows against actual flows on a demand
dominated transformer
Figure 21 shows the flows on a transformer feeding a demand dominated network. The purple lines are
showing the half hourly averaged value, with the green lines showing the second by second variations
recorded using a power quality monitor.
This shows the variation from the half hourly average is relatively small. For the half hour between 17:30
and 18:00 the half hourly average is 4.22MWs. There was a maximum of 4.33MW and a minimum of
4.07MW; this represents approximately a 3.5% variation from the half hourly averaged value.
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Figure 22: Comparison of half hourly averaged flows against actual flows on a windfarm feeder
Figure 22 shows the variation of real power on a dedicated feeder to a windfarm. This highlights the
significant variations seen across a half hour, when compared with the demand dominated feeder in
Figure 21. The largest excursion from the average is almost 50%.
This highlights how the increase in intermittent generation is changing the variability of the network,
causing half hourly averages to inaccurately represent actual network conditions. As intermittent
generation like PV and storage continue to connect to the network, this variation and inaccuracy will
only increase.
The second graph in Figure 22 shows the period between 17:30 and 18:00. It is of particular interest,
because it shows how the actual flow is considerably over the half hourly average for almost 10
minutes.

Impact on Operability
This half hourly average data is used extensively to design the network. This raises the question as to
what recording frequency of monitoring will be needed in the future to determine actual peaks and the
length that these peaks persist. This needs to be considered along with the coincident peaks of other
generation and demands to determine what granularity of averaging is desirable.
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Where the most likely network issue is thermal overloads of cables or transformers, then the thermal
inertia of these assets means that the minute by minute effect of load variations is considerably
dampened. The degree of variation in the loads is a factor in the methodology for setting ratings for
overhead lines, and it may be necessary to reassess ratings if the volatility in loadings resulted in higher
levels of average heading. Increased variability in loads within a half hour will also make voltage
excursions more likely.
This data is increasingly used to calculate generation and demand load factors (coincident factors). This
could lead to underestimated load factors; this relates back to the transient limits of the network and
what granularity is required to design the network.
It is also used to determine the underlying demand on the network. This is calculated by looking at the
flows at a given substation and using the half hourly averaged generation data to unmask the underlying
demand. If the generation is actually significantly lower at times than the half hourly average, the
underlying demand could be underestimated.

Communication System Capacity
The existing communication system is a combination of internal radio, microwave and fibre. Where it is
not feasible to get any WPD service to a site, third party connections are utilised.
Presently, the telecommunications approach to supporting smart grid network solutions are adaptions of
current systems and bespoke systems. Like the power network, the communication network can be
upgraded given enough time and investment. The operational challenge will be ensuring there isn’t a
sudden need for communication that saturates the system before it can be upgraded.
A recent investigation by WPD looked at the options available for the rollout of new communication
technology and their suitability to different applications, so that a set of standard telecoms templates can
be derived. One of the main conclusions was that in low volume, non-critical scenario, buying in
capacity may be more economical than building a network. However, if the traffic is considered highly
critical to network services i.e. reliability and security, then building a network may be necessary to
guarantee the DNO’s core service responsibilities. This may include utilisation of the existing 4G
network, or in the future a 5G network. The report states: “to realise the smart grid across the DNO
domain will represent the largest single operational and capital investment within the transition to a
sustainable smart energy industry”. It is recognised that there are potential cyber security risks in such
an approach.

System Security
Recent studies have found a number of potential cyber security threats/risks within the power sector.
The importance of having a secure communication pathway within the DNMS is paramount, and will
only become more crucial as WPD take on additional roles as a DSO.
WPD has for several years now, been working closely with Government Agencies in several countries
and established international companies as well to ensure that the cyber security risks to the overall
DNMS are understood and have implemented many of the recommendations that have followed.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
The level of monitoring and visibility has been steadily increasing for many years; one of the main
drivers for this has been to reduce CMLs and CIs. Monitoring allows detection of customers off supply
and switchgear control enables re-energisation of customers without the delay of getting an engineer to
site. This increase has primarily been focused on the higher voltages, because the CML and CIs are
higher. Investment at the lower voltages for this purpose is less beneficial and in most cases has not
been a good use of customer’s money.
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The main driver for further monitoring and visibility is the changing network and the rollout of flexibility
services. WPD are continuing to proactively invest in network monitoring that will meet the needs of the
network going forward. This will be a combination of retrofitting existing monitoring and installing new
monitoring so it is capable of directional MW and MVAr. The standard for a new BSP and Primary has
also been improved to include an increased level of metering. A recent investigation has identified sites
across all four WPD licence areas that are in need of full MW and MVAr monitoring, due to likely
reverse power-flow or faulty equipment.
The case study on recording intervals shows that analogues’ values can change significantly over the
course of a conventional half-hour averaging period. This is particularly apparent on analogues of
distributed generation output. Detailed assessment is needed to determine what frequency of recording
is needed to represent a distribution network with an increased level of intermittent generation and
demand. To undertake these studies will need additional data points to compare against the half hourly
average value that is currently recorded.
The Alverdiscott/Indian Queens ANM will record the delta changes from approximately 6500 analogues
and switch statues. This can be used to help further the industries understanding on short-term network
variations, caused by intermittent generation and demand. This could also assess the benefits of
recording a minimum and maximum value for a half hour.

Long Term Solutions
WPD will continue to increase network visibility and control using a coordinated approach when
installing monitoring and control equipment at strategic locations. The general trend has always been to
have more monitoring and control at the higher voltages, as more customers are affected following a
network event. WPD expect this trend to continue, with the rollout of monitoring and control equipment
proliferating down the voltage levels, with the LV being the last to get detailed monitoring and control.
The need of additional monitoring and control will depend on the speed at which smart solutions are
implemented as business-as-usual.
WPD will continue to look at ways to highlight where existing monitoring accuracy is low through
effective aggregation of smart meter data.
The instantaneous data is not currently recorded in any system, as it is data intensive and was not
required when the variability in a half hour was considered negligible. Shortly, WPD’s DNMS will support
any time frame required using new functionality. It will also have the functionality via a Time Series Data
Store (TSDS) to store the instantaneous values.
To ensure the communication system does not impede network development, a collaborative approach
will be taken when engaging Office of Communications (Ofcom), on the need for additional licenced and
unlicensed radio spectrum.
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Data and Forecasting
Background
Data Systems
The majority of the data systems within WPD have been in place for many years and have worked
effectively throughout. The systems are predominately independent from each other and are kept up-todate with the primary data that they were designed to store. There are limited interactions and
relationships between the DNMS, geographic mapping software and the asset database, as this has not
been required in the past. Where there was a need to integrate data from multiple data sources, a
largely manual process was used due to the lack of relationships between systems.
A good example of this is modelling for network design analysis, as inputs from multiple data systems
are required to create and update a model. This is not time critical and means human validation and
verification of data can be undertaken to ensure the data from separate systems is correctly integrated.
In the past, the complexities of linking the main systems were not worth the resource and inevitable
issues that would arise.
The growing need for operational and real-time analysis is having a greater impact on the data systems
within WPD. Not only will the data need to be stored in an effective manner within the given data
system, but the systems will need to be more integrated, so these real-time systems can automatically
interrogate the data to get the inputs to the analysis, in the timeframes required. The type of information
that these systems will need are:






Network impedances;
Network topology;
Installed assets;
Ratings and limitations; and
Geographic layout.

Data Exchange
There is a need to share data between WPD’s internal systems, and a growing need to share data with
the GBSO, customers and third parties. This section looks at a standard that could help data exchange
in an unambiguous and consistent format.

Forecasting Data
The network has been designed using the knowledge of what is currently connected to the network and
a committed model, based on all connected and accepted-not-yet-connected demand and generation.
With the issues discussed in the previous sections, there is a growing need to have better long-term
forecasting to predict how the network will look beyond the committed model. This is due to the
complexities and timescales of reinforcing a network when there are LCTs that can significantly change
the loadings on the network in a relatively short period of time.
As we move away from operating a passive network, there is also a need for more operational
forecasting, to predict how the demand and generation will operate in the shorter term (minutes to
weeks). This can be used to better actively manage the network.
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Network Impact
Data recording and interpretation is the key link between network visibility and being able to accurately
represent the network in a model. Effective data systems that can record data in a format suitable for
the end use will be crucial.
Better relationships between systems are an essential precursor to implementing a number of the
proposed DSO smart solutions. The real-time and operational planning systems that need information
from multiple data sources will have to be able to automatically collate and validate the data prior to
making network critical decisions. The data will need to be unambiguous, accurate and consistent, so
the model analysis will provide correct and meaningful results.
Better short-term forecasting will allow operational modelling and analysis more information on how best
to operate the network. The scenarios discussed in this section will enable network issues (such as
constraints) to be identified earlier. This will allow them to be resolved by conventional reinforcement or
smart solutions.

Detailed Assessment
Data Alignment
WPD’s asset, operational and spatial data are not currently aligned. There are three primary systems
that store the majority of the data required to design and operate a network. These are detailed in
Figure 23. This data architecture was designed for a passive network and has worked effectively for
many years.
GIS Mapping System
EMU

Network Management Tool
GE PowerOn

Asset Database
CROWN

Data stored
Geographic layout
Circuit length
Circuit type
Circuit composition

Data stored
Network topology
Switching log
Switchgear
Switching log

Data stored
Asset data
Commission dates
Asset types

Figure 23: Summary of existing data structure within WPD
There are currently limited data relationships between these systems. A smooth transition to being an
effective DSO will require a more integrated data structure with appropriate relationships between
systems. This will involve significant work to ensure there is sufficient integration between these
systems.

Impact on Operability
By putting these data systems in place ahead of need will ensure WPD can:




Effectively share data with National Grid, customers and third parties;
Run real-time analysis where there is a high data requirement, this will include load-flow
analysis within the DNMS; and
Safely implement and manage new flexibility services using operational and real-time analysis.

We will need appropriate procedures to deal with data failures. For example, if a certain data point (e.g.
transducer) fails and this is critical to the operation of an ANM scheme or “real-time analysis” system we
will need to repair / resolve this as a matter of urgency.
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Data exchange
As stated above, the need to share data internally and externally will increase as the growth in
distributed generation, storage and smart solutions makes closer coordination with National Grid,
customers and third parties a necessity. The CIM format is routinely used for joint studies in Europe and
is being used increasingly in the UK.

National Grid Data Exchange
The Grid Code [13] allows National Grid to share a two week in advance model for operational or design
purposes, which can be utilised to inform WPD’s operational support about how best to operate the
network. This is not extensively utilised due to the lack of a common interface between power system
software packages. Without a standard data format to convert to WPD systems it cannot be fed into
operational planning in realistic timescales.
The yearly Week 24 and Week 42 data exchanges between DNOs and National Grid is no longer
frequent or detailed enough to design and operate an increasingly complex network. For data to be
shared more efficiently, these data sharing processes need to be streamlined.

Customer and Third party Data Exchange
Customers, consultants and third parties are also requiring more network data. WPD have a number of
online tools and data sources available to customers:





Data Portal 2 – This has two main features: a facility to download WPD asset data and EMU
online, a new facility giving a web browser based Geographic Information System (GIS);
Customer Internet Routing and Tracking (CIRT) – A web portal for ICPs to make connection
applications;
Technical Information Website – This provides technical specifications and policy documents
for connections providers working within the WPD area; and
Long Term Development Statement (LTDS) - Currently the main way network data is
available to customers is the LTDS, which gives the network data in Excel format similar to the
week 24 data. Producing the LTDS is a largely manual process which happens once a year.

Data Portal 2, CIRT and the technical information website are proving to be effective methods of sharing
data. The LTDS is a licence condition that was designed before the uptake of distributed generation.
There is a growing need for a new way of updating customers on our network arrangement more
regularly and effectively.

Common Information Model (CIM)
The need to quickly, reliable and securely exchange data internally and externally is becoming
technically challenging as no standard has been universally adopted in the UK. One option is to utilise
the IEC Common Information Model (CIM) standard, which is defined in British Standard (BS) EN 61970
[14] and BS EN 61968 [15]. This standard is an abstract model that represents all of the major objects in
an electricity utility enterprise. It is human readable and machine readable. The data includes
parameters common to breaker orientated applications. The standards associated with CIM define
profiles and CIM/Extensible Markup Language (XML) model exchange formats.
An example of the data transfers that will be required are given in Figure 24. The quantity, frequency
and detail of network data means there will be a greater need to share model data in an easy to access,
consistent and reliable format.
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Figure 24: Example of data exchange required between DSO and third parties
Using the CIM standard internally and for data exchange with National Grid, customers and third parties
will be reliant on relevant software packages adopting the standard in a way that is compatible with
other formats. A number of the main power system software packages and data management tools
have recently implemented CIM importer and exporters, suggesting there is a general trend within the
industry to adopt this standard.

Impact on Operability
Being able to share data effectively, on an increasingly complex network using a standardised format
will help with the rollout of smart solutions. It will mean significantly less manual data manipulation is
required, which will be less resource intensive and will reduce software and data incompatibilities.

Operational Forecasting
Short-term forecasting is the minute to week(s) ahead forecasting that can be used to determine the
likely network conditions based on key factors.
Determining non-intermittent generation running can be done through effective data sharing and
monitoring of market and price signals that will impact demand and generation. To forecast intermittent
generation for PV and wind requires monitoring irradiance and wind level. Forecasting this information
will enable a better understanding of how the network will look in the following 24 hours.

Impact on Operability
Implementation of more operational planning forecasting will help:




Ensure the network is compliant for credible network events, typically a fault;
Determine network loadings through demand and generation forecasting, this will help with
outage planning; and
Operate the network in a way that will reduce losses, without compromising on network
security.
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Without this type of forecasting, conservative assumptions are used when configuring the network or
taking outages. This will mean the network cannot be utilised as effectively.

Scenarios
WPD need to know what generation and demand is likely to connect to make low regret investment
decisions. Currently this is done on a committed model, based on connected and accepted-not-yetconnected offers. This model gives a reasonably accurate view of the network about 3 years ahead,
which is used to make investment decisions.
Better long-term forecasting can help reduce network constraints and enable customers to get a better
connection. WPD have commissioned Regen to forecast generation and demand growth for all licence
areas out to 2030 as part of WPD’s Shaping Subtransmission to 2030 studies. These forecasts are
used to undertake detailed subtransmission power system studies to determine under what scenarios
network constraints will arise. An example of the forecast data for the South Wales licence area can be
seen in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Distributed renewable generation capacity growth by scenario in the South Wales
licence area
This forecasting methodology is aligned with National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios (FES) [16]. This
approach is based on different levels of economic prosperity and green ambition. By assessing a
number of different scenarios increases confidence in the best low regret investments.

Impact on Operability
The challenge is where major reinforcement on the EHV or transmission network is required, as the
lead times on such works can be up to 10 years. This can lead to generators not being able to connect
or having heavy curtailment under certain network conditions.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
Data Alignment and Exchange
The need for high-quality data alignment is essential and WPD are proactively investigating ways to
improve data system integration through a number of active and completed innovation projects:
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Time Series Data Quality (Active) – This project aims to better understand data quality and
identify trends and issues which would be difficult to spot via human intervention. The outputs
from this project will identify how to improve time series data quality.
FALCON (Completed September 2015) – This project looked at aligning the data of our 3 main
systems at 11kV into an integrated network model.
Common Information Model (Active) – Building on the FALCON project this is looking at
creating a comprehensive, accurate and portable network model in CIM format.

The WPD CIM project is investigating the potential of using the international standard to support
exchange of electrical information and how it could be used to support the information layer of the smart
grid architecture model. The benefits of having data in CIM format will be tested to determine whether
there is a business case to convert and maintain data in this format as a future requirement for our
software. The benefits from having data in a CIM format will be evaluated by:




Exchanging data with third parties;
CIM software importing and exporting ; and
Supporting the development of a system interface.

Operational Forecasting
The most notable operational forecasting project trialled within WPD is the Advanced Planning Tool
(APT), as part of the LCNF Network Equilibrium project. The aim of the project was to create a tool for
operational support and control engineers for proactive and reactive modelling using profile data. The
aim of this is to give better information on the expected power flows and voltage profiles under both
normal and abnormal operations.

Figure 26: Diagram showing APT data forecasting
One of the other functions was to determine expected network constraints for the following two days.
The forecasting functionality of the APT is based on the usage of 48-hour weather forecasts to produce
forecasted demand and generation profiles for the following two days. As shown in Figure 26, the Met
Office provides the weather forecasts to the APT (on a daily basis) and then the APT produces the
forecasted feeder demands of all substations and the forecasted output of generation connections.
These forecasts are then used in the load-flow calculations which produce the expected network
constraints for the next 48 hours. Network Equilibrium is ongoing, but development of the APT was
terminated due to the limited success of the forecasting.
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Scenarios
Scenarios have been developed as part of WPD’s strategic reports. The South West, South Wales and
East Midlands have been published. Forecasts for the West Midlands have been completed and the
results will be available early 2018. A second iteration of each licence area will begin mid-2018. These
scenarios are used to guide low regret investment decisions on the subtransmission network.
The same forecast data is also being used as part of RDP, which is part of the ENA’s Open Networks
project. This is a joint study between WPD and National Grid, using scenarios to compare build and
non-build solutions across the transmission/distribution boundary.

Long Term Solutions
Data Alignment and Exchange
Using the outcomes from these innovation projects will help guide us on how to further integrate our
data systems to meet the requirements of a changing network.
If CIM proves to be a viable method of integrating systems, the long-term solution will be a rollout of
CIM where possible to improve the ease of data sharing and data quality.
Whilst integration of WPD’s existing systems is being actively investigated, consideration is also being
given to where data should be stored in the longer term. This includes the possibility of moving to a
single system that is more suited to the requirements of a DSO.

Operational Forecasting
WPD will continue to investigate how operational forecasting can be utilised to assist in network
operation. Areas of interest could include dynamic asset ratings and weather-based demand and
generation forecasts.

Scenarios
WPD will continue to assess the need for long-term forecasting to ensure the network can be designed
and operated effectively. This will include further collaboration with National Grid, like the work currently
being done as part of the Open Networks project. WPD will continue to run stakeholder events to get
valuable inputs from all parts of the industry; these will also be used to disseminate study outputs.
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Network Operations

This section identifies some of the operational challenges which WPD predict will
become more difficult to manage as the electricity network becomes smarter. It
includes three articles:
Fault Level Management outlines how recent and future changes to the distribution
network may affect the design of protection schemes and may require new solutions to
manage fault level.
Arc Suppression Coils outlines how the addition of extensive cable to the 33kV and
11kV networks in Cornwall has affected neutral-earthing design.
Low Frequency Demand Disconnection assesses the suitability of current low
frequency protection on the network as more distributed generation is connected to
WPD’s network.
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Fault Level Management
Background
Fault level can be defined as a measure of the current (or power) which flows in a circuit due to a fault,
and is measured in kA (or MVA). When a fault occurs on the transmission or distribution system, the
current which flows into the fault will be derived from a combination of three sources:
1. Major generating stations via the transmission and distribution networks (i.e. system derived
fault current);
2. Embedded generators connected to the local network; and
3. Conversion of the mechanical inertia of rotating plant equipment connected to the system into
electrical energy.
The shift in the United Kingdom generation mix in recent years has had a significant effect on the fault
levels on the distribution network. Figure 27 shows an illustrative example of how the generation mix
has changed for a typical network. The large capacity of transmission connected generation
(predominantly large rotating synchronous machines) has been replaced with a large number of smaller
distributed generators connected to different voltages on the distribution network. An increasing number
of distributed generation technologies make use of a power electronic converter interface. Power
electronic devices cannot carry large currents for a long time and provide a much lower fault current
contribution than either synchronous or asynchronous machines.
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Figure 27: Illustrative example of the how the fault level on the network is changing due to the
changing generation mix
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The development of the distribution network to accommodate distributed generation has resulted in
many more points of fault infeed. Figure 28 shows a graph of the increase in the average steady state
fault level at different voltage levels in the South West licence area. From a 2009 baseline, the average
fault level has increased each year as more points of fault infeed have connected to the network, as
shown by the map in Figure 29.

Figure 28: Increase in average steady state fault level across all busbars in the South West
licence area, for different operating voltages (taken from a 2009 baseline).

Figure 29: Change in distributed generation connected to the South West licence area network
between 1st January 2009 and 1st January 2016.
The effect that this has on the fault levels on different parts of the electricity system is shown in Figure
30. A radial network with two different scenarios similar to Figure 27 has been simulated and indicative
fault levels calculated at each busbar, with the generation mix shift from transmission connected
generation to a collection of distributed generators. For a fault at each busbar, the calculated fault level
changes are shown. This demonstrates that the trend of fault level changes on the network is not
uniform across all voltage levels, as a result Western Power Distribution have experienced a wide range
of operability issues on different parts of the distribution network, which in turn can be different to the
operability issues experienced on the transmission network.
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Figure 30: Indicative network with fault level calculations for a fault at each busbar, calculated
using power system analysis software
Furthermore, these changes are expected to continue into the future. The 2015 National Grid SOF
highlighted that the whole system fault level is expected to decline across all Future Energy Scenarios,
whilst a recent publication for the East Midlands – Shaping Subtransmission report highlighted that the
fault infeed contribution from the distribution network is forecasted to increase, due to the uptake of low
carbon technologies and further growth in distributed generation and storage.
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Network Impact
Importance of Fault Level Management
It is important to manage fault levels effectively on the distribution network in order to operate a safe,
efficient and economic distribution network. Fault levels must be managed carefully to ensure that:





Switchgear and other equipment are not overstressed and at risk of failure during faults.
Protection schemes operate correctly in the event of faults.
Dangerous voltages do not occur during earth faults.
A high level of power quality is supplied to customers.

How Fault Level is used for Network Design
A key driver for network reinforcement and running arrangement restrictions is fault level. The fault
levels are calculated using network analysis software in accordance with Engineering Recommendation
G74. That standard outlines the procedure to meet the requirements of IEC 909 (now IEC 60909),
which is a standard for the manual calculation of short circuit currents in a three phase ac system. G74
was introduced as an example of good industry practice to calculate the fault currents computationally,
also to provide guidance on fault infeed for some types of generator and load data to be used where
accurate data was unavailable.

Protection
The protection on the distribution network is designed that when a fault develops, the fault is detected
and the associated asset(s) removed from the network as quickly as possible. The aims of a protection
system are:





To help maintain continuity of supplies to customers;
To prevent the fault from causing either individual generators or groups of generators to lose
synchronism and fall out of step with the resultant segmentation of the system;
To reduce the risk of damage to healthy plant; and
To reduce the damage caused to the affected plant and also minimise the danger to health and
safety of humans and animals.

It is important that the protection schemes operate correctly in the event of faults and no unexpected
network events cause protection operation. This can minimise the effects of system faults on system
security and minimise any interruptions to customers connected to the network. The protection
philosophy is achieved by a range of devices:





Measurement sensors (current and voltage) supplying the data required to detect faults;
Protection relays in charge of continuously monitoring the electrical status of the power system
up to and including the formulation and emission of orders to the trip circuit to clear the faulty
parts; and
Switchgear in charge of clearing faults, such as circuit breakers or combinations of switches or
contactors and fuses.

Switchgear Overstressing
The fault level analysis for switchgear stressing is completed periodically and also at the design stage
for any new connections to the distribution network. Fault levels for the determination of switchgear
stressing are calculated using network analysis software in accordance with Engineering
Recommendation G74. A short circuit fault is modelled to determine if any changes to the fault level (or
any additional fault infeed contribution) on the network will overstress any switchgear used to isolate
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faults. These studies assume that all protection schemes operate as designed to detect and clear a
fault.

Power Quality
The fault level of a system is important when considering the power quality delivered to customers. The
fault level must be managed to ensure that under fault conditions, the rest of the network can maintain
stability with the transmission network and customers systems. There is no current obligation to
maintain a minimum fault level on the distribution network; however the addition of distributed
generation acts to raise the network fault level. Any disturbances caused by customers’ loads or even
remote faults will results in smaller voltage variations and hence improved power quality. In cases
where fault levels decrease too much there can be adverse power quality issues, which are assessed in
the power quality section of this document.

Detailed Assessment
As a result in the changes to the generation mix in the UK, distribution network operators are
experiencing a range of different operability issues regarding fault level. These operability issues can be
caused as a result of increased fault infeed on the distribution network, which increase the fault levels at
the lower voltage levels on the network. In addition, the decrease in fault infeed from the transmission
network causes different operability issues on different parts of the network. The issues are heavily
dependent on the network configuration and the point on the network where a fault can occur. A few of
the operability issues arising from such isolated problems are discussed below.

Protection operation
Protection systems are designed to achieve a balance between:






Selectivity – to select and disconnect only the elements of the network which are affected by a
fault, and for the healthy assets in remain connected.
Stability – in the case of unit protection schemes, to not operate under all load conditions and
external faults.
Speed – to operate the protection scheme fast enough to maintain supplies and minimise
damage to plant.
Sensitivity – to be able to operate a protection system for low values of fault current where
required.
Cost – to achieve a balance between operating a secure network and operating an efficient
network in terms of cost.

The changes in the generation mix have resulted in it being more difficult to find the right balance
between these aspects. The wide range of possible fault conditions to be considered together with the
extensive variations in power system operating modes and magnitudes is another factor that needs
careful consideration.

Protection grading margins
A grading margin is a delay (affected by time and current) used between each operating curve of the
protective devices on the distribution network. Grading margins are used to ensure that the device
closest to the faulted area of network operates soonest, which can reduce the number of customers
affected by a fault. The non-uniform increase in fault contribution at different voltages could make it
more difficult to achieve the required grading margin between protective devices. This increases the risk
of a less optimal protective device operating for a fault, for example a 33kV circuit breaker to isolate an
11kV feeder fault.
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Differentiating Between Load Current and Fault Current
Consider the network in Figure 31, which has an aggregated 10MW of load at the 11kV busbar. Figure
31 shows two different scenarios, one with no export from any distributed generation and the other with
7.5MW of export from distributed generation. The intermittent nature of generation means that these two
scenarios are plausible network conditions (although not often).
Network A – a 10MW demand with no distributed generation
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Network B – a 10MW demand with 7.5MW of distributed generation
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Figure 31: Network with intermittent distributed generation output
A typical overcurrent setting curve for the protection relay marked R on Figure 31 is shown in Figure 32.
The load current seen by the protection relay in both scenarios is shown, a difference of 430A in the
load current seen by the relay at R between the two scenarios, as the distributed generation masks the
true load.
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Network A – a 10MW load with no distributed generation

Network B – a 10MW load with 7.5MW of distributed generation

Figure 32: Typical IDMT overcurrent settings for the network shown in Figure 31, generated
using power system analysis software
Careful consideration must therefore be given to design of the protection scheme for such a scenario.
The overcurrent settings for this network must be selected to achieve fault detection with full export of
distributed generation to clear a fault as quickly as possible. On the other hand, the protection scheme
must be able to differentiate between high load current and fault conditions during periods of no export
from distributed generation. If the protection scheme is not designed to account for the intermittent
nature of distributed generation, this can increase the risk of inadvertent protection operation.

Impact on Operability
In order to remove a faulty element from the power system and ensure that supplies are maintained to
customers, the distribution network is designed to provide more than one source of supply to each
substation. For the majority of customers connected via the 11kV network, this is achieved by the use of
parallel, duplicate feeders from the primary substation to each distribution substation; or by the use of a
ring of distribution substations connected by single or parallel feeders. In the case of single feeders
there is only a second source of supply if the ring is closed, with the ring open it effectively becomes two
radial feeders. The risk of inadvertent protection operation can cause a significant impact on network
operability. If a protective device operates to disconnect a normally healthy part of network, there is an
unnecessary loss of supplies to customers, until the circuits are reconfigured to restore supplies.
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Switchgear stressing
The increase in fault levels in some areas of the distribution network can affect the operability of
switchgear used to isolate faults. Any increase in fault levels can increase the risk of existing switchgear
operating outside of the intended design specification, which could be:



The fault current that the switchgear is designed to withstand; or
The time which the switchgear (or other network assets) is designed to withstand the current
for.

The switchgear used on the network may be required to energise onto faulted equipment or to
disconnect faulty equipment from the system. The switchgear is therefore designed to meet the
following equipment duties:



Fault make duty is the current which the switchgear could be subjected to when closed to
energise a faulted (or otherwise earthed) piece of equipment; and
Fault break duty is the current which the switchgear contacts can open to interrupt fault current.

Fault Clearance Times
The protection schemes are designed to detect and isolate a fault in as little time as possible (for a
132kV fault, the maximum clearance time is 1.25 seconds). However if the fault levels in a particular
area have decreased significantly, it may be necessary to apply a lower setting for the relay to operate.
For a case where the network is protected by IDMT overcurrent protection, a lower current setting could
result in a longer time to detect and clear any potential faults. The impacts of leaving a fault on the
network for an extended period of time before clearing can result in damage to equipment which is not
designed to withstand through fault current for extended periods. This damage is not limited to
switchgear; also any assets which are not designed to carry sustained fault current for a long time can
be damaged if faults are not cleared from the network.

Changing X/R Ratios
The short circuit current is made up of an AC component (with a relatively slow decay rate) and a DC
component (with a faster decay rate). These combine into a complex waveform which represents the
worst case asymmetry as shown in Figure 33. The DC component decays exponentially according to a
time constant which is a function of the X/R ratio. This is the ratio of reactance to resistance in the
current paths feeding the fault. High X/R ratios mean that the DC component decays more slowly. If the
DC component decays too slowly, the resultant fault current at the break point (typically 90ms after fault
inception) could exceed the fault break duty of the switchgear. In some areas of the network the X/R
ratio has increased, due to factors such as installation of lower loss assets (such as transformers) with a
lower unit resistance. If a high X/R ratio causes the fault break rating of switchgear to be exceeded, the
switchgear must be ‘de-rated’ to a lower fault break rating. If this triggers the replacement of switchgear,
there could be a replacement of switchgear which is otherwise healthy.
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Figure 33: Waveform plot for a fault on a 33kV node

Impact on Operability
There are dangers of operating switchgear outside of the design specification. From a safety
perspective, there is an increased risk of switchgear failure under fault conditions. This could cause
injury to anyone in the vicinity of the distribution network, including operators or members of the general
public. In addition, this could increase the risk of damage to assets on the network which are not
designed to withstand excessive fault current. Repairing or replacing these assets requires extensive
remedial works and potentially loss of supplies to customers when the fault occurs.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
These short term solutions reflect the current techniques for rectifying fault level problems on the
distribution network. In addition to these solutions, WPD are actively involved in a G74 working group
which is looking at revising the existing G74 engineering recommendation to include assumptions for
the fault infeed from inverter connected technologies.

Uprating the Fault Rating of Assets
Where the fault level in an area is found to be in excess of the switchgear rating, a common solution is
to replace the switchgear with a higher rating device. This method of fault level management removes
the fault level restriction straight away from the network. The disadvantages are that an otherwise fit-forpurpose asset in terms of asset condition may be replaced before the end of its design life. In addition,
the costs and timescales associated with changing assets can become a barrier to new connections
onto the network.

Replacing Assets
Transformers are usually a large source of impedance for the network. To alter the network impedance,
transformers can be replaced with a higher impedance unit (to decrease the fault level) or a lower
impedance unit (to increase the fault level). The disadvantage with this method of fault level
management is that otherwise fit-for-purpose assets may be replaced. In addition, introducing higher
impedance transformers onto the network will increase network losses, so there is a balance between
network losses and fault level management.
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Increasing Network Impedance and Network Reconfiguration
Increasing Network Impedance
It is possible to introduce higher impedances in the network to limit the fault level. The use of current
limiting reactors is a relatively cost effective solution but needs additional effort to maintain the voltage
profile, and increases the network losses.

Network Reconfiguration
Another possibility to reduce the fault level is to reconfigure and alter the existing connectivity of the
distribution network. Distribution networks are designed to allow their connectivity to be altered; this can
be used to manage high or low fault levels. An example of this is splitting a network normally run in
parallel as shown in Figure 34. This shows two scenarios where a BSP feeds a downstream primary
substation in parallel and with the bus section circuit breaker open. When operating in parallel, the fault
impedance is the parallel combination of both fault current paths (shown by the red arrows), lower than
when the transformers are operated split. For the fault shown, with the transformers operating in
parallel, both feeders contribute towards the fault current. With the network run split, only one
transformer feeds into the fault.
Parallel Operation

ZT

Bus section circuit breaker open

ZT

ZT

ZT

0.5ZL

0.5ZL

ZL

ZL
0.5ZL

0.5ZL

Figure 34: Example network showing how the running arrangement affects the impedance and
subsequently the fault level
For a network with high fault levels, splitting the parallel can increase network impedance and
subsequently decrease the system fault level. However, network splitting reduces power quality in
general (due to the increased source impedance), also it increases system losses and the risk of supply
failure (each busbar at the primary substation is only supplied by one circuit instead of two).To increase
the system fault level, networks can be operated in parallel (or also more parallel circuits added into the
network) to reduce the network impedance.

Long Term Solutions
Any fault level issues that arise on the network are heavily dependent on the location and how the
network is designed and operated in that area. It is difficult to quantify long-term solutions to all of the
fault level operability issues, which are examined on a case-by-case basis.
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As part of the FlexDGrid innovation project, Western Power Distribution developed and trialled
advanced fault level management solutions. The aim was to improve the utilisation of network assets
and facilitate the cost-effective connection of generation and demand to the network. Any learning from
the FlexDGrid project would be used to inform future decisions on fault level management solutions.

Active Fault Level Management
As the electricity network in the UK becomes smarter, better utilisation of network assets can be
achieved through using ANM. Currently, the ANM systems monitor the thermal and voltage constraints
on the network, but active management of fault levels is not monitored. The fault level on the network is
calculated for a worst case scenario of all generators and loads connected. However in many cases this
is not the normal network running conditions. There could be a benefit to monitor the fault level real time
and actively reconfigure the network to better utilise the network assets.
As part of the FlexDGrid innovation project, a number of 11kV fault level monitors were installed at
different primary substations. They provided real time make and break fault levels at frequent intervals,
this enhanced granularity of the fault level enabled the network to be operated in parallel configuration
without exceeding the switchgear rating. This was particularly useful as it demonstrated that if the
network is actively managed, there can be benefits on system security as well as better utilisation of
assets.

Fault Current Limiters
Fault Current Limiters are devices which can be placed in series into a circuit and act passively under
normal system operation, due to the low impedance of the unit. When subjected to a fault, the
impedance of the Fault Current Limiter (FCL) increases and contributes to increasing the network
impedance, reducing the fault current. Fault current limiters have benefits of no requirement to replace
existing assets, also no increase in the network losses under normal operating conditions. However it is
currently an expensive solution that requires additional maintenance.
As part of the FlexDGrid innovation project, three FCLs were trialled on an area of the West Midlands
network. The implementation of these fault current limiters enabled a further 52MVA of distributed
generation connection in this area, with added benefits for system security and reducing connection
times to the network.
The learning from FlexDGrid on developing better ways of assessing fault level by exploring the
potential benefits of enhanced fault level assessment, real-time management of fault level and fault
level mitigation techniques will inform our future investment decisions relating to fault level related
reinforcement.
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Arc Suppression Coils
Background
Arc Suppression Coils (ASCs) are the predominant neutral earthing system at 33kV and 11kV in
Cornwall. The recent addition of significant amounts of underground cable to these previously
overhead-dominated networks (primarily driven by the growth of distributed generation) has introduced
new technical challenges in the design, construction and operation of these networks.
Over the last three years, all seven ASC-earthed 33kV networks in Cornwall have had their neutral
earthing systems reinforced in response to the addition of cable. Some of these networks are now
approaching technical limits that will make it necessary to convert to conventional neutral earthing.

Figure 35: 33kV ASC at St Tudy BSP
ASCs were first introduced to Cornwall in the 1930s, and are now used to earth most 33kV and 11kV
networks in the county. The operation of an ASC-earthed network is best understood by comparison to
conventional neutral earthing. Each system is described below.
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Conventional Neutral Earthing
In a conventional 11kV or 33kV network, the neutral of each feeding transformer (or its associated
earthing transformer) is connected to earth. To reduce earth fault level, this connection is often made
through a resistor or reactor of a few ohms. Normal conditions on a conventionally-earthed network are
shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Normal conditions on a conventionally-earthed network (load current omitted)
When a single-phase-to-earth fault occurs on a feeder, fault current flows in the faulted phase of the
circuit(s) between the earthed infeed(s) to the network and the fault. A single-phase-to-earth fault on a
conventionally-earthed network is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Single-phase-to-earth fault on a conventionally-earthed network (load current omitted)
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Current at the Point of Fault
The current at the point of fault is largely determined by the impedance of the network up to the point of
fault, and the impedance of the fault itself. Assuming negligible fault impedance, currents of between a
few hundred and a few thousand Amps are normal at 11kV or 33kV.
In some circumstances the fault impedance is not negligible, leading to a significant reduction in fault
current. High soil resistivity is common in Cornwall. This increases both the earth resistance of the
source substation and the resistance at the point of fault, making fault currents of only a few tens of
Amps a credible concern.

Current at the Point(s) of Infeed
The sum of the currents at the points of infeed is approximately equal to the current at the point of fault,
neglecting charging current and losses. It is shared between the points of infeed according to network
impedance.

Fault Detection, Location and De-energisation
When a single-phase-to-earth fault occurs on a feeder, the protection fitted to the circuit breaker
supplying that feeder detects the flow of earth fault current and opens the circuit breaker, which deenergises the feeder and so the fault.
When faults occur on overhead networks, they are often transient earth faults caused by contact with
trees and other foreign objects. Circuit breakers supplying overhead networks are typically fitted with
auto-reclosing equipment. Following fault clearance, the circuit breaker is reclosed, reenergising the
feeder. If the fault was transient in nature, the circuit remains energised which minimises interruptions to
supplies. If the fault is permanent the circuit breaker trips again, permanently de-energising the feeder.
Customers supplied by a single circuit are interrupted by transient faults, but typically only for ten
seconds.

ASC Neutral Earthing
th

When the first 11kV and 33kV networks in Cornwall were developed in the first half of the 20 century,
difficulty achieving low enough earth resistance values to ensure protection operation, combined with
reduced interruptions from transient earth faults, led to the adoption of ASCs in Cornwall.
th

Developments in protection equipment later in the 20 century negated many of the benefits of ASCs
with regard to high soil resistivity, but not before ASCs became entrenched as the dominant mode of
neutral-earthing at 11kV and 33kV in Cornwall.
In an ASC-earthed network, the neutral of each feeding transformer (or its associated earthing
transformer) is connected to earth via an ASC. The ASC is an adjustable reactor of between several
tens of ohms and several thousand ohms. Under normal running conditions, the ASC is adjusted
(commonly referred to as tuned) so that its inductive reactance is approximately equal to (compensates)
the capacitive component of the zero-sequence shunt impedance (i.e. capacitance to earth) of the
connected network. Accurate tuning is achieved by measuring the voltage across the ASC. When the
ASC is in tune, it resonates with the network, resulting in a voltage between a few tens and hundreds of
Volts across the ASC. Damping resistors are sometimes used to reduce the steady-state voltage across
the ASC. Normal conditions on an ASC-earthed network are shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Normal conditions on an ASC-earthed network (load current omitted)
When a single-phase-to-earth fault occurs on a feeder, the voltage across the ASC rises to the normal
phase-to-earth voltage of the network. This causes the voltage from each of the two healthy phases to
earth to increase to the normal phase-to-phase voltage. The charging (i.e. capacitive) current from the
two healthy phases flows into the fault but this is almost entirely compensated by the reactive current
from the ASC, resulting in a relatively small current at the point of fault. A single-phase-to-earth fault on
an ASC-earthed network is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Single-phase-to-earth fault on an ASC-earthed network (load current omitted)
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Current at the Point of Fault
Neglecting harmonics, the current at the point of fault (IRES) is the vector sum of:
1. The sum of the charging currents due to the zero-sequence shunt admittance of the circuits in
the network (∑IC), and
2. The total compensation applied to the network (∑IL).
At 33kV, it is WPD’s normal policy to overcompensate the shunt admittance by around 5A. This slight
overcompensation reduces the risk of resonant over voltages when circuits are de-energised during
fault location.
The exact impact of zero-sequence harmonics and resistive losses is difficult to calculate, but BS EN
50522:2010 [17] allows us to assume that IRES is 10% of IC where the system is well compensated (i.e.
∑IL ≈ ∑IC). Where the system is not well compensated, the mismatch between ∑I C and ∑IL also has to
be considered. The magnitude of the current at the point of fault can be estimated as:
|𝐼𝑅𝐸𝑆 | ≈ |0.1 × ∑ 𝐼𝐶 | + |∑ 𝐼𝐶 − ∑ 𝐼𝐿 |
Equation 1: Estimation of current at point of fault in ASC-earthed network
This results in a much lower current at the point of fault than in a conventionally-earthed network, but
the benefits of the low magnitude of the current must be balanced against the risks of its long duration.
Whereas earth faults are normally disconnected within three seconds on a conventionally-earthed
network, on an ASC-earthed network they can remain for up to eight hours while the fault is located and
alternative supplies to customers are arranged. No customers are interrupted on the inception of the
fault; subsequent switching can be arranged to minimise customer interruptions.
Increasing the difference between ∑IC and ∑IL during fault location will increase IRES by the same
amount.

Current at the Point(s) of Infeed
The current at each point of infeed during a fault is the sum of the compensation applied at that point of
infeed. Traditionally this has between a few Amps and a few tens of Amps – many times lower than a
conventionally-earthed system. Since the extensive connection of cable, currents in excess of 300A are
possible at the ASC-earthed BSPs. Like the current at the point of fault, the benefits of low magnitude
must be balanced against the risks of long duration (up to eight hours).

Fault Detection
Faults are detected by measuring the voltage across the ASC. If the voltage exceeds a significant
fraction of the system’s normal phase-to-earth voltage, a fault is being held on the ASC. If the fault is
transient in nature, it will extinguish and the voltage across the ASC will return to normal without any
interruption to supplies.
If the fault is sustained for more than a set period (typically ten seconds), an alarm is automatically sent
to WPD’s network control centre. The ASC damping resistor, if fitted, is automatically switched out to
prevent it from overheating. No part of the network is de-energised immediately, and so no supplies are
interrupted at this stage.

Fault Location
Because the zero-sequence current flowing in each circuit is due to its own IC and that of downstream
circuits, faults cannot be detected by simple measurement of zero-sequence current. Instead, various
methods have been developed to narrow down and finally identify the fault location.
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Splitting Networks
If an ASC-earthed network is fed from two substations, it may be practical to temporarily split it into two
networks by opening all interconnecting circuits between the infeed substations. The ASC(s) at the
substation that is still connected to the fault will still have phase-to-earth Volts across them, while the
voltage across ASC(s) at the other substation will return to normal. This allows roughly half of the
circuits in the group to be quickly ruled out as not faulty.
It is impractical to accurately match the compensation applied at each infeed substation to the circuits
that it would supply if the network were split during fault location. If it is not accurately matched, I RES will
increase by approximately the magnitude of the difference between ∑IC of the subnetwork and ∑IL of the
subnetwork. Together with load-flow considerations, this makes it necessary to recouple the network
promptly once the fault location has been narrowed down.

Circuit De-energisation
Each circuit can be de-energised in turn, resulting in one of two outcomes:
1. If it is not the faulty circuit, phase-to-earth Volts will remain across the ASC. While the circuit is
de-energised, ∑IC is reduced by IC circuit. This increases IRES by approximately IC circuit, making it
necessary to re-energise the circuit promptly before fault location continues.
2. If it is the faulty circuit, the voltage across the ASC will return to normal. The circuit can be reenergised if necessary to restore supplies to customer or enable more detailed fault location
using Pathfinder devices.
This method requires the temporary interruption of supplies to customers on some circuits.

Pathfinder Devices
A specialist handheld Pathfinder device is available to assist in the location of earth faults on ASCearthed systems. It is held under an overhead line in the affected network, and detects characteristic
harmonic emissions from the line, which indicate whether or not the Pathfinder is between the fault and
the ASC. Following the path of the line with a Pathfinder allows the exact fault location to be found. The
Pathfinder is only effective on radial circuits; interconnected circuits must be split by opening circuit
breakers to make them radial before the Pathfinder will give unambiguous indication.
While these devices are often very effective, they can sometimes produce erroneous readings. The
recent proliferation of switched-mode power supplies in both load and generation equipment has
resulted in interference which can limit the effectiveness of Pathfinders.

Fault Direction Relays
Various specialist earth fault relays are available that can indicate the direction towards a fault on an
ASC-earthed network. These require accurate current transformers and voltage transformers to detect
small changes or abnormalities in voltage, current or power-flow. Various detection methods are used
including the detection of transient waveforms, the detection of particular harmonics, and the
measurement of the direction of flow of zero-sequence losses.

Temporary Conversion to Conventional Neutral Earthing and Protection
If the affected network is fitted with earth fault protection and all earth electrodes are suitable for
conventionally-earthed duty, a suitably rated switch can be closed to short-circuit the ASC and so
convert to conventional neutral-earthing. Sensitive earth fault protection is automatically enabled when
switching to conventional neutral-earthing. The faulty circuit will then trip as it would in any other
conventionally-earthed network.
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Fault De-energisation
Once the fault has been located, the faulty circuit is de-energised. If the exact fault location is known
and can be guarded to prevent danger, the faulted circuit may remain energised temporarily to maintain
supplies to customers.

Network Impact and Detailed Assessment
While ASC-earthing has previously benefited the 11kV and 33kV networks in Cornwall, the changing
nature of these networks has introduced several ASC-related challenges to network design and
operability.

Neutral-earthing Equipment
ASC Capacity
Sufficient ASC capacity must be available at all times to compensate the connected network. This must
cover not just the normally connected network, but also any additional circuits which are transferred into
the network under abnormal running. The recent increase in the use of underground cable at 33kV and
11kV has triggered ASC reinforcement at all ASC-earthed BSPs and several primary substations in
Cornwall.
Like all plant, ASCs require regular maintenance and are susceptible to faults. This makes it necessary
to install multiple independent ASCs so that any one ASC can be switched out of service without
adversely affecting the network.

33kV ASC Outages
Until recently, most BSPs had just one ASC. 33kV ASC outages were covered by running the affected
BSP in parallel with another BSP with sufficient ASC capacity to compensate for both BSPs’ 33kV
networks. The growth of distributed generation has made temporary parallels between BSPs less
practical, triggering a requirement to install multiple independent ASCs at most BSPs.

11kV ASC Outages
Most primary substations have just one ASC, but have neutral bypass switches and feeder earth fault
protection to allow temporary conversion to conventional neutral earthing to cover ASC outages.

ASC Tuning
In order to minimise the current at the point of fault, the ASC must be retuned whenever ∑IC of the
connected network changes. ∑IC changes primarily due to the connection and disconnection of circuits
from the network. Since the capacitance of an overhead line to earth includes whatever is beneath the
circuit as the second plate and the air between as dielectric, IC of an overhead circuit can change in
response to weather conditions and the height of crops crowing beneath the line.
Traditionally, ASCs were manually retuned to the connected network both periodically and following
significant changes in network topology. With the growth of cable and automatic or remotely-controlled
network switching, it has become necessary to retune ASCs more frequently and promptly. Auto-tuning
relays are now available that retune the ASC in response to changes in the steady-state voltage across
the ASC. All 33kV ASCs are now fitted with auto-tuning relays; 11kV ASCs are being fitted with autotuning relays when they are reinforced or replaced.

33kV Earthing Transformer Sustained Neutral Current Ratings
Traditionally, conventional earthing transformers have been used to provide a neutral to connect 33kV
ASCs. These are rated for 30 seconds of earth fault current, commonly at 750 or 1050A. Where ratings
for 8-hour duty are not available, they are estimated by adiabatic calculations based upon the 30-
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second ratings. This leads to an estimated rating of 23A for 8 hours on a 750A/30-second unit and 33A
for 8 hours on a 1050A/30-second unit. With the addition of cable, these ratings have become
insufficient at many sites, triggering reinforcement.

Earthing Systems
Substation Earthing System Sustained Current Ratings
Suitable earth electrodes are often difficult to achieve in Cornwall due to the challenging nature of the
ground, which is difficult to excavate and has high resistivity in many areas. The application of ASCearthing to predominantly overhead networks resulted in much lower maximum earth fault current at
both the point of fault and point(s) of infeed than conventional neutral-earthing would have. Historically
this may have been used to make economies when building substation earth electrodes.

Source Substation Earth Electrodes
A high-resistance or low-rating earth electrode limits how much ASC capacity can be safely made
available at a substation.
The earth electrodes at all ASC-earthed BSPs have recently been assessed for 8-hour duty. Modern
practice is to assess new and substantially modified BSP electrodes against the worst case of ASC duty
and conventional duty, enabling a future conversion to conventional neutral earthing.

Current at the Point of Fault
If the current at the point of fault (IRES) is too high, there is a risk that transient faults do not selfextinguish or that dangerous touch- and step-potentials are introduced in the vicinity of the fault.
Research by E.ON Bayern AG and Siemens AG [18] on 20kV ASC-earthed networks in Germany
suggests that IRES of up to 60A may be acceptable, so long as substation earth electrodes are designed
to prevent unacceptable touch- and step-voltages.

Whole-network Compensation Limit
At the time of writing, the compensation requirements of different 33kV networks vary from 80A to 320A,
leading to a maximum value of IRES of around 37A (Equation 1). WPD now applies a policy that no ASCearthed 33kV network shall be operated with a compensation requirement exceeding 400A, which
should limit IRES to around 45A for an intact network.
As more cable is connected to the network, it will be necessary to split 33kV networks to keep each
network’s compensation requirement below 400A, or else convert to conventional neutral earthing and
protection.

Circuit Compensation Limit
The use of cables several kilometres in length to connect new distributed generation or interconnect
urban primary substations has resulted in circuits with compensation requirements of several tens of
Amps. WPD now applies a policy that any 33kV circuit which may be deenergised during fault location
shall require no more than 25A of compensation.
Where a circuit requires more than 25A of compensation, two solutions are available:




If the circuit is interconnected (i.e. receives infeed from two or more ends), suitable switchgear
can be fitted part-way along the circuit to split it into two or more circuits, each requiring
compensation of less than 25A. It is important to note that this solution cannot be applied to
radial circuits (those which receive infeed from one end only); or
Fault-direction relays similar to those used at 11kV can be fitted at each point of infeed to the
circuit, removing the need to de-energise the circuit during fault location.
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Protection Grading
Although ASC-earthing largely negates the need for earth fault protection relays, some remain
necessary. Their settings must be graded against the charging current that they would detect during a
held earth fault to ensure that they do not inadvertently trip.

Feeder Earth Fault Protection at Network Boundaries
Circuits on the boundaries between networks are often transferred between those networks in response
to faults and other events. There are several 11kV and 33kV circuits which are sometimes supplied from
ASC-earthed networks, but supplied from conventionally-earthed networks at other times. These circuits
require earth fault protection that will operate correctly in the event of an earth fault while conventionally
earthed, but will not inadvertently operated while ASC-earthed.

Neutral Voltage Displacement Protection at Network Boundaries
Radial 33kV circuits, where there is a risk that a fault could be energised through an unearthed
transformer winding, are normally fitted with neutral-voltage displacement (NVD) protection. This
measures the voltage from each phase to earth; a significant imbalance between these voltages
signifies an earth fault and triggers the de-energisation of the circuit. NVD protection cannot be used
where faults are to be held on an ASC-earthed network because it would be triggered every time an
earth fault is held. NVD protection will need to be retrofitted to all affected circuits.
Radial circuits on the boundaries between ASC-earthed and conventionally-earthed networks require
NVD protection which can be remotely enabled and disabled to facilitate prompt circuit transfers without
compromising network protection.

Standby Earth Fault Protection
Standby earth fault protection measures the current in the neutral associated with each primary or grid
transformer. If excess current is flowing, it trips the transformer. This protects against the failure of
neutral equipment including the ASC itself.
The standby earth fault relay cannot tell whether neutral current is due to an earth fault held on the ASC
or the failure of neutral equipment, except by the magnitude of the current. The current that flows during
an earth fault held on the ASC must be a safe margin below the current setting of the standby earth fault
protection. The current that flows in the event of the failure of neutral equipment must be a safe margin
above the current setting of the standby earth fault protection. This can be difficult to achieve on
networks that use ‘high-impedance’ earthing transformers, since the current that flows in the event of
the failure of neutral equipment is relatively small.

Cross-country Faults
During an ASC-held earth fault, the voltage from each of the two healthy phases to earth is equal to the
normal phase-to-phase voltage. If an insulating component of the network has a weakness or incipient
fault that limits its insulating capability, it may break down when the voltage across it increases. This
results in a second fault on the network, on a different phase to the first. Fault current flows into the
earth at one fault position, and out at the other. Because the second fault may be remote from the first
fault, this condition is known as a cross-country fault.
Depending on the impedance of the two faults, the fault current flowing in a cross-country fault can be
very high. If both faults are on the same circuit, it will present to the protection relay(s) on that circuit as
a phase-to-phase fault and trip the circuit. If the faults are on two different circuits, one or both circuits
may trip depending on their relative protection settings. If only one circuit trips, the fault on the
remaining circuit will then become an ASC-held earth fault. If both circuits trip, there is a risk of
significant customer interruptions.
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To minimise the risk of cross-country faults, WPD uses insulators rated for phase-to-phase voltage on
ASC-earthed overhead lines, and requires compatibility with ASC-earthing in specifications for
equipment that may be applied to ASC-earthed networks.
Operating larger networks exposes more network components to increased phase-to-earth voltage
during ASC-held earth faults, and so increases the risk of a cross-country fault developing. Cable
terminations at the transition between overhead and underground sections of network have proven
particularly prone to this mode of failure.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
Several projects are currently in progress to mitigate the impact of existing and impending issues
associated with ASCs.

33kV ASC Reinforcement
Reinforcement works have been completed or are in progress at all ASC-earthed BSPs to increase the
ASC capacity. As part of these works, each BSP group has been provided with two or more
independently switched ASCs, sized so that sufficient compensation is available for the outage of any
one ASC.
All 33kV ASCs are now fitted with auto-tuning relays. These relays can be remotely enabled and
disabled, negating the need for some site visits. The feasibility of remotely adjusting ASC tuning is
currently being considered.

33kV Earthing Transformer Reinforcement
In order to prevent increased compensation currents from causing the thermal overload of conventional
earthing transformers at ASC-earthed BSPs, WPD implemented a policy of strictly limiting how long
33kV earth faults can be held on ASCs. These time limits made fault location more difficult.
Reinforcement works have been completed or are in progress at all ASC-earthed BSPs to replace
conventional 33kV earthing transformers with units rated at 400A for 8 hours. These units allow full use
of the installed ASC capacity without unnecessarily limiting the time available for fault location. For
compatibility with ASC tuning relays and standby earth fault relays, these earthing transformers are lowimpedance units.

BSP Earthing Electrode Reinforcement
The assessment of BSP earth electrodes for ASC duty highlighted an impending reinforcement
requirement at Rame BSP. A reinforcement project to alleviate this is currently in design.

11kV ASC Reinforcement
In response to the growth of cable, several 11kV ASCs have been replaced by larger units. When
manually-tuned ASCs are replaced, the opportunity is often taken to install an auto-tuning relay.

Fault Direction Relaying
To make the location of held earth faults at 11kV faster and less labour intensive, WPD has been
trialling fault direction relays fitted to 11kV feeder circuit breakers at primary substations. Following the
success of these trials, WPD intends to fit these relays as a standard item on new and replacement
11kV switchboards at ASC-earthed primary substations in future. Fault direction relays are also being
trialled at 33kV as part of the reinforcement of Fraddon BSP.
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ASC Reinforcement Deferred by Wider Reinforcement
In some cases, the driver for ASC-related reinforcement also drives other types of reinforcement that
may defer the ASC-related reinforcement. Fraddon BSP is currently being heavily reinforced in
response to the growth of distributed generation. As part of this reinforcement, the Fraddon/Truro 33kV
network, which currently requires 320A of compensation, is being split into two separate networks. This
will defer the need to convert to conventional neutral earthing and protection to comply with the wholenetwork compensation limit of 400A.

Long Term Solutions
Most ASC-earthed 33kV networks are now approaching technical limits that cannot be mitigated except
by splitting into smaller networks. Where splitting networks is inappropriate, converting to conventional
neutral earthing and earth-fault protection will be necessary to enable further network development and
expansion. Various types of neutral earthing, earthing and protection equipment will require
replacement or upgrading before the networks can be converted. The 33kV network supplied from
Hayle BSP in West Cornwall was successfully converted from ASC-earthing to conventional neutralearthing in the early 1990s.

Neutral Earthing Equipment
WPD’s policy on 33kV protection requires that earth fault levels are restricted to 3000A. This allows the
economic construction of earth-fault carrying equipment such as earth electrodes and cable screenwires. To allow multiple transformers to be operated in parallel, the earth fault infeed per transformer is
normally restricted to 750A at 33kV.
The 400A/8-hour earthing transformers now used for 33kV ASC duty also have a rating of 1050A for 30
seconds, specified in anticipation of a future conversion to conventional neutral earthing. Because they
are low-impedance earthing transformers they will require series resistors or reactors connected in
place of the ASCs to reduce their earth fault infeed to 750A per transformer.

Earthing Systems
Since the use of ASCs may have historically allowed economies to be made in building earth
electrodes, it is possible that some existing electrodes will not be suitable for conventionally-earthed
duty. All affected electrodes will need to be reassessed and, where necessary, reinforced.

Earth Fault Protection
Most 33kV circuits in ASC-earthed networks are operated without earth fault protection. Recently fitted
relays have earth fault protection elements which will need new settings to be applied; many older
relays will need to be replaced with new relays that are capable of earth fault protection.
Similarly, NVD protection is fitted but disabled at some sites. It will need to be retrofitted at all other
affected sites.
It is expected that during the process of converting from ASC-earthing to conventional neutral earthing,
some circuits or entire networks will need to be capable of both modes of operation. It may be
necessary to fit earth fault protection that can be remotely enabled and disabled to facilitate prompt
circuit transfers.
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Low Frequency Demand Disconnection
Background
Low Frequency Demand Disconnection (LFDD) schemes are designed to limit the fall in frequency for
extreme events beyond those defined as ‘secured’ events in the SQSS [19] and Operating Code OC6
(Demand Control) of the Grid Code.
Frequency plays a very important role in power transmission and distribution in relation to the balance
between the demand and generation requirements of the network. The maintenance of system
frequency within set levels is required to maintain stability and prevent a full system collapse.
Under normal operating conditions National Grid as the GBSO is obligated to maintain the system
frequency between 49.8 and 50.2 Hz. If the network generation is higher than the demand the
frequency rises, however conversely if generation is lower than the demand the frequency reduces. As
the generation at any instant is unlikely to equal the demand the frequency constantly varies. The
variation in frequency is normally small and has little impact on customers. Any variation in frequency
must be controlled to enable certain items of equipment (e.g. clocks) to operate correctly. The GBSO
continuously monitors the frequency and dispatches the appropriate generator output. Should the total
dispatch of generation available be insufficient to meet the demands due to a fault or loss of generation
or an unexpected increase in demand, the frequency will fall.
Under exceptional circumstances (e.g. loss of a large generator) the frequency should not deviate
outside the range 49.5 to 50.5Hz for more than 60 seconds. In order to achieve this, the GBSO
contracts frequency response to secure the power system for a number of events.
There may be certain circumstances where the contracted frequency response may not be sufficient to
maintain the system frequency between the statutory limits where the total loss of generation exceeds
the amount secured for and a deficit of generation arises.
In order to reduce the generation deficit (or excess in demand) to maintain stability, DNOs have low
frequency relays to disconnect demand. This procedure is called LFDD and is described in Operating
Code OC6 (Demand Control) of the Grid Code.

Network Impact
DNO Obligations
To comply with the requirements of the Grid Code, Western Power Distribution as a DNO is obligated to
install LFDD schemes. The schemes are designed to automatically disconnect at least 60% of the total
DNO demand on a stage by stage basis at the time of the forecasted National Electricity Transmission
System peak Demand.

Implementation
The demand subject to automatic low frequency disconnection is divided into 9 predetermined discrete
MW blocks which are disconnected at defined low frequency levels. Each block of demand is distributed
across each license area, so far as reasonably practical, so that the demand at different GSP sites is
reduced evenly, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Low Frequency Demand Disconnection settings for each frequency disconnection
block [13]
Frequency (Hz)

% of Demand Disconnection

48.8
48.75
48.7
48.6
48.5
48.4
48.2
48.0
47.8
Total % Demand

5
5
10
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
5
5
60

LFDD schemes are fitted at 132kV substations and are designed to trip the lower voltage side of the
incoming 132kV transformers or some or all of the outgoing feeders. The operating time of an LFDD
scheme is as far as reasonably practicable be less than 200mS.

Growth of Distributed Generation
The growth of distributed generation connected on DNO networks at voltage levels below where the
LFDD relays are installed is likely to impact on the effectiveness of the scheme. If the level of distributed
generation output is high when the relay is triggered, the amount of demand disconnected may be lower
than expected. Conversely if the level of distributed generation output is low the amount of demand
disconnected may be higher than expected.

Decreasing System Inertia
In addition levels of system inertia are decreasing (e.g. due to the closure of large power stations) along
with net transmission system demand. This reduces the effectiveness of LFDD schemes as changes in
frequency will be faster and larger. Should the frequency fall at a high rate, more than one LFDD stage
could operate resulting in too much demand being disconnected.

Detailed Assessment
The following examples consider the impact of an LFDD scheme on a 132/33kV substation with a
significant level of distributed generation connected (35.8MVA at 33kV & 28.2MVA at 11kV and below).
The LFDD relays are connected to the 33kV circuit breaker on each 132/33kV transformer. The total
installed capacity of Wind generation is around 16MVA and Solar PV 36.3 MVA.

Winter with Minimal Generation
A typical winter demand and load profile on a day with minimal distributed generation is shown in Figure
40 for a 132kV substation. The underlying network demand is deflated by any distributed generation
connected at 11kV and below.
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Figure 40: Typical Winter demand and load profile (minimal 33kV distributed generation)
In the above graph the underlying network demand requirement and load-flow through the 132/33kV
transformers is similar with only a small offset when the 33kV connected generation is exporting. At
12:00hrs the network demand is 29.5MVA of which 26.7MVA is fed via the 132/33kV transformers plus
2.8MVA from the distributed 33kV connected generation. If LFDD was required at this instant it would
remove 26.7MVA of demand plus 2.8MVA of generation.

Winter with Significant Generation
A typical winter demand and load profile on a day with significant distributed generation is distorted as
shown in Figure 41. The underlying network demand is deflated by any distributed generation
connected at 11kV and below.

Figure 41: Typical Winter demand and load profile (significant 33kV distributed generation)
In the above graph the 33kV distributed generation output peaks during daylight hours causing reverse
power-flow through the 132/33kV transformers for a 5.5 hour period (between 10:30 and 16:00 hrs).
Should the LFDD relays be required to operate at 18:00 hrs, the load disconnected will consist of
19.21MVA of net demand as seen flowing through the 132/33kV transformers (the demand being
deflated by generation at 11kV and below) along with 18.88MVA of 33kV distributed generation. In the
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event of LFDD relays being required to operate at 12:00hrs, the net load disconnected as seen at the
132/33kV transformers is 21MVA which is effectively generation rather than demand.

Summer with Significant Generation
When a typical summer’s day is considered the demand and load profile is further distorted as shown in
Figure 42.

Figure 42: Typical Summer demand and load profile (significant 33kV distributed generation)
The level of distributed generation causes reverse power-flow through the 132/33kV transformers for a
10 hour period (between 08:30 & 18:30hrs).
Should the LFDD relays be required to operate at 14:30hrs, the load disconnected will consist of
0.5MVA of net generation as seen flowing through the 132/33kV transformers (the demand being
deflated by generation at 11kV and below) along with 29.7MVA of 33kV distributed generation.

Impact on Operability
The above scenarios show when there is an excess of generation over demand an LFDD scheme will
disconnect generation rather than demand which will contribute to a further deficit in generation rather
than a demand reduction.
In summary, whilst LFDD schemes will still function and address shortages in generation, the presence
of distributed generation reduces their effectiveness and predictability for the GBSO. The reduction in
the effectiveness of LFDD schemes may impact on the DNO by disconnecting a higher number of
customers to achieve the required disconnection of demand.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
A short term solution is to assess on a seasonal basis the likelihood of 132/33kV substations being net
exporters of generation rather than importers of demand and impacting on the effectiveness of LFDD
schemes. If necessary the selected substations for each selected ‘block of load’ could be modified to
reduce the risk of creating a further deficit of generation.
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Long Term Solutions
Move LFDD Relays to a Lower Voltage Level
A longer term solution could be to connect the LFDD schemes at a lower voltage level closer to the
demand (e.g. at 33/11kV substations). This will potentially improve the effectiveness of the LFDD
scheme as it will not be disconnecting any 33kV connected generation and reduce amount of any deficit
in generation. Figure 43 below shows the current location of LFDD relays on the 33kV transformer
circuit breakers at 132/33kV substations (BSPs) and the proposed re-location of the relays to the 11kV
transformer circuit breakers at 33/11kV (Primary) substations.
Current Practice

Proposed Practice

Figure 43: Illustrative example of moving LFDD relays locations

Monitor Direction of Power-flow
A further refinement to an LFDD scheme could be to automatically monitor the direction of active powerflow and block operation when there is an export of power (when the local distributed generation output
exceeds network demand).
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Customers

This section focuses on how WPD is developing new technologies and solutions to meet customer’s
needs, such as enabling the connection of low carbon technologies. It includes three articles:
Flexibility Services considers how WPD will contribute to the development of regional markets for the
deployment of flexibility services.
Changing Demand Profiles looks at what impact changes in demand behaviour will have on network
operations.
Power Quality provides an overview of how voltage harmonic distortion is managed on the distribution
network and focuses on the current at future issues surround the connection of non-linear equipment.
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Flexibility Services
Background
Electricity networks require generation and consumption to be balanced in real time. Even as energy
storage solutions become more common, the rate and times which they are charged and discharged will
need careful coordination. Flexibility products and programmes are used by the GBSO to balance the
overall GB electricity system. Traditionally this came from contracts with larger power stations to turn up
or down their output, or the large hydro-electric schemes in Wales and Scotland. As the generation mix
has changed, with much more of it directly connected to the distribution networks, their GBSO flexibility
products have become more complex. These have allowed participation by smaller DNO connected
generation and demand customers. However, the actions have been done in a manner that is
uncoordinated with DNOs. As DNOs transition to DSOs such actions will be inefficient and will likely
lead to unexpected outcomes.
Flexibility on the electricity system can come from three different sources: large power stations,
distribution network smart grids and customer provided distributed energy resources.

Figure 44: Electricity system flexibility

GBSO System Flexibility
Flexibility is the ability of a power system to maintain stability in the face of swings in supply or demand.
Traditionally, flexibility was provided in power systems almost entirely by controlling the supply side at
large power stations. The GB system has seen increasing shares of intermittent renewable generation
requiring additional flexibility to maintain system reliability, as the variations in supply and demand grew
to levels far beyond what was originally conceived. This has led to the introduction of additional flexibility
programmes by the GBSO for short term reserve and fast acting frequency response services
As larger power stations continue to close and electricity generation becomes much more distributed
much more flexibility will be needed across the whole system. This “flexibility gap” will need to be
covered by new flexibility options, much of which will be facilitated by a DSO.
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Smart Grid Flexibility
Research and Innovation projects have developed a range of new solutions which are changing
traditionally passive networks into ones which are much more active. These solutions fall into two
categories: smart grid network solutions and smart grid alternative connection solutions.
Smart grid network solutions allow new and existing assets owned by the network operator to be
controlled through advanced techniques to provide flexibility.
Smart grid alternative connection solutions allow the distribution network operator to control the network
access rights for those connections and provide flexibility through controlling power flows.

Flexibility from Customer’s Distributed Energy Resources
Customer connected flexibility can help alleviate both transmission and distribution constraints and
contribute to releasing additional capacity on both the transmission and distribution networks.
There is significant value for both active and passive customers connected to the electricity network in
maximising the usage of these flexibility sources where it is effective and economic to do so.
Customers with controllable demand, generation or storage can vary their power flows in synergy with
the network’s needs to provide additional flexibility.

Network Impact
As a DSO, WPD will have our own flexibility and reserve products, for customers to offer their services
in return for payment. We will also deploy a range of smart grid technical solutions which will
automatically control customer equipment with Alternative Connections and reconfigure the network
configuration. GBSO flexibility services will need to be changed to accommodate the increased
complexity and dynamic nature of a DSO system.
We have identified four types of smart grid network solution:








Automated Load Transfer (ALT) – Unlike the GBSO, DSO programmes do not need to
balance energy volumes. Rather they manage power capacity in discrete network zones.
Where one section of a network is at capacity, another may have spare. Thus automated load
transfer schemes allow a DSO to move power around to solve constraints.
Dynamic Asset Rating (DAR) – A number of innovation projects have explored how
environmental conditions can affect the physical capacity of network components. For example
under windy and cool conditions an overhead line can have its rating increased. A number of
projects have also investigated the impact on asset health from deliberate (but controlled)
overload of cables and transformers. DAR can therefore be used as a source of DSO flexibility.
Voltage reduction (VR) – By slightly manipulating the voltage at which electricity is delivered to
customers it has been shown that demand can be increased or decreased. WPD’s policy is to
operate the system voltage as low as possible as it minimises customer bills.
(https://www.westernpowerinnovation.co.uk/Projects/Closed-Projects/Voltage-ReductionAnalysis.aspx).
However for much of a year there is still sufficient headroom and footroom to use voltage
control as a form of demand response for DSO flexibility.
Power Electronic Equipment – Network devices from the Flexible AC Transmission System
(FACTS) family have the ability to be dynamically controlled and rapidly adjust system voltage
through the injection or absorption of reactive power. Similarly devices such as Flexible Power
Links can be used as sources of flexibility, delivering either real or reactive power flexibility.
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Alternative connections have become commonplace for WPD’s distributed generation customers. These
allow quicker and lower cost connections than conventional reinforcement.
Our innovative solutions allow customers to connect their distributed generation at reduced cost, with
quicker timescales but will contain some form of curtailment to avoid expensive reinforcement costs.
There are four variants:








Active Network Management (ANM) – this solution is the most complex and used mainly with
larger new generation connections. Customer control equipment is installed into a WPD control
solution which allows for full dynamic control of the network, generation and demand.
Soft Intertrip – some networks are constrained due to a single upstream asset requiring
reinforcement, or a single limit being infringed under certain conditions. This solution has an onsite soft-intertrip RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) which provides two normally open contacts for
the customer’s control system to monitor; Stage 1 and Stage 2. When both sets are open, the
connection will be free of constraints. The levels of curtailment corresponding to the operation
of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 contacts are defined at the planning stage.
Timed – this solution is a simple timer-based device that monitors the connection agreement
with the customer, which will include some form of curtailment based on times of day. The
customer’s connection agreement will include an operating schedule which will define the times
and levels of capacity available to them. The solution is supplied by the customer’s equipment
and does not require any additional investment from WPD to implement.
Export Limited – this type of connection enables customers to cap their import from or export
to the distribution grid. This often allows customers to connect renewable generation or storage
beyond their meter whilst protecting the distribution network. Measurement and control
equipment is used to automatically adjust the customer equipment to ensure they comply with
their connection agreement.

The DSO will develop flexibility products which customers with controllable demand or generation will
be able to provide services against. These are likely to be reserve services for real power or voltage
control (rather than fast acting products such as frequency response – which remains the responsibility
of the Transmission System Operator).
The smart grid flexibility solutions described in the previous section will be mostly used in operational
timescales. Customer DER flexibility services will be taken in investment decision timescales to reduce,
defer or negate conventional build. Identifying, contracting and operating such non-network solutions
are at the centre of the DSO transition. WPD has recently launched five Constraint Managed Zones
(CMZs) which will deploy non-network solutions. Our Flexible Power product (www.flexiblepower.co.uk)
is aimed to offer simplicity and certainty to customers with flexible DER wishing to offer a service. Unlike
the GBSO reserve products, Flexible Power will offer locational products that can deliver improved
reliability to the DSO.

Detailed Assessment
Flexibility services can be called upon to reduce network stress at summer (distributed generation) and
winter (demand) peaks by adding and removing the volume of power or time shifting energy. It can be
delivered through active control of smart grid network solutions, or customer provided Distributed
Energy Resources (distributed generation, energy storage or active demand). It can also be delivered
more passively in nature, through Time of Use Tariffs (TOUT) or time dependent connection
agreements.
On a typical summer day, in a solar PV dominated network, demand will be low throughout the day and
generation output will peak during the midday hours. Negative power response is required, through
either demand turn up or distributed generation curtailment (turn down).
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Negative flexibility (Demand turn up or DG curtailment)

Figure 45: Typical summer solar PV generation-dominated day
On a typical winter day, in the same solar PV dominated network, demand will peak towards the early
evening, which is outside the output window of the generation. Positive power response is required,
through either demand turn down or distributed generation despatch (turn up).

Figure 46: Typical winter peak demand day
By utilising flexibility to reduce or eliminate the peak network conditions, reinforcement requirements
can be reduced or deferred. If the cost of utilising the flexibility is less than the savings from the
reinforcement deferral, then this may be an enduring solution. If the flexibility requirements increase, or
if the cost of providing that flexibility increases, then the business case for completing the reinforcement
will be bought forward.
Having the option to utilise flexibility in an area may also allow better investment decisions to be made,
particularly if there is significant uncertainty over local growth scenarios.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
The increased number and capacity of distributed energy resources connected to the electricity system
is leading to an increase in the level of active management of demand and generation seen on the
distribution network. This changing system is driving an increase in the interactions between the
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transmission and distribution networks and there is a growing need for parties to move away from the
current market model.
Moving away from traditional roles will allow new markets to be created and accessed by a wider
number of participants, helping both existing and new market participants to support network and
system operation.
WPD strongly believes that customer connected flexibility and distribution network smart grid flexibility
can help alleviate both transmission and distribution constraints and contribute to releasing additional
capacity on both the transmission and distribution networks. There is significant value for both active
and passive customers connected to the electricity network in maximising the usage of these flexibility
sources where it is effective and economic to do so.
In order to economically achieve this, the greatest number of participants must be able to provide
services across a number of market procurers.
In order to cost effectively achieve this, there must limited conflict between various procurers of flexibility
and network capacity must be sufficient to facilitate the services provided by market participants.
WPD believes there are four key principles to achieving this:
1. Facilitating accessibility to markets - Customers will expect level playing field access to a
wide range of revenue streams and DSOs will have a key role in facilitating neutral markets.
Multiple paths to market could ensure competition remains, but must not lead to conflict or
complexity. Customers will expect the complexity to be designed out by Industry. Ultimately, the
efficiency of the route to market will be reflected in the commercial revenues passed through to
participants. Distribution network operators will increase their usage of non-build solutions,
creating new markets for new and existing participants.
2. Increased T-D Co-ordination - Clear coordination processes and common methodologies for
procurement and dispatch of services will aid efficient local/system wide usage of resources.
Principles of access and rights for access will also need to be considered from a whole system
viewpoint. Increased information exchange across the transmission and distribution interface
will enable conflicts to be managed on an operation timescale. Evolving the existing roles and
responsibilities to have a more co-ordinated approach to system resilience, which can take
advantage of new forms of flexibility on the system.
3. Product/Service convergence - Convergence at a design stage of the products and services
which utilise flexibility across both transmission and distribution system requirements will reduce
the likelihood and impact of any market conflict. Co-ordination across market procurers to
define consistent methodologies and principles will help support level playing field access.
Providing information to customers on the pre-requisites for service delivery will enable them to
assess the suitability of connection types and ensure they can benefit from potential revenue
streams. Convergence of services and connection types will aid the simplification of customer
offerings and improve the customer experience.
4. Signposting for services - DSOs will publish more information on the availability of capacity
across their networks for power delivery. They will also publish information to assess ability of
the network to transmit power and understand the utilisation of assets. Proactive information
publishing will provide leading signals on where to connect to maximise system efficiency and
charging methodologies will be changed to provide lagging indicators to reduce network
congestion. This visibility of the existing and future network will help markets deliver the
services required. DSOs will further stimulate markets by the signposting of markets for nonbuild solutions, opening new revenue streams for participants.

Long Term Solutions
Whole system flexibility will be delivered through markets with multiple routes, enabling customers to
choose which procurers to provide to and allowing multiple revenue streams to be stacked.
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Co-ordination of these services and products will be essential to ensuring conflicts are minimised and
the electricity system remains efficient. Currently, the existing market model relies on a passive
distribution network offering unlimited capacity. There are, however, different models of operation and
the responsibilities for system operation can lie between full GBSO control and full DSO control, with a
co-ordinated market model providing a third market model sharing those responsibilities.
Ensuring the market model(s) employed across areas are delivering economic system behaviours will
be crucial to realising the biggest benefits.

Current Market Model
The existing market model for procuring services to resolve transmission issues has no direct link with
DNO constraint management. This has no effect when solely transmission connected energy resources
are utilised, or when the distribution network capacity is assumed to be infinite. However, as DNOs are
increasingly actively managing the network, curtailment due to constraints can cause conflicts and
reduce in the effectiveness of services delivered. As the number and level of constraints increase, the
likelihood and consequence of the conflicts will become more apparent.

Figure 47: Current market model
Unmanaged conflicts between services will result in a more inefficient whole system outcome.
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GBSO-led Market Model
The GBSO-led market model preserves the same arrangements as the current market model, with the
GBSO directly contracting with distribution connected DER for services. A visibility link between the
GBSO and DSO enables the GBSO to have oversight of any conflicting actions DNO constraint
management may undertake, such as curtailment under ANM systems. It is also able to call upon
distribution network smart grid flexibility through commercial contracts with the DSO.

Figure 48: GBSO-led market model
Although this model allows conflicts to be managed and/or mitigated by increasing the visibility between
the GBSO and DSO, the complexity of this process increases as the number and curtailment of those
constraints increases. Supplier and/or aggregator managed DER within or adjacent to ANM zones will
be affected by DNO constraint management and so the GBSO will need to inform the DSO of any
potential conflicts in order to ascertain the impact. The nested nature of distribution constraints and the
interactivity of meshed networks vastly increase the complexity when assessing the effectiveness of
DER to deliver services, meaning a full network impedance model with connectivity is required, as well
as historical and real-time load flows for real-time and forecast curtailment studies. Any planned network
running arrangement alterations the DSO takes or any unplanned outages will potentially undo the
contracted service position.
Customers in constrained distribution networks may be disadvantaged as the GBSO calls on flexibility
services in unconstrained areas ahead due to the uncertainty and risk associated with non-delivery of
contracted services due to DSO actions.
As the smart grid flexibility is embedded within the DSO operations, the GBSO may not maximise its
usage of the resource, preferring to utilise more expensive contracted flexibility which will be able to
commit to operating much further ahead.
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However, networks with few constraints or smaller numbers of distribution connected energy resources
may be simpler to describe and result in an acceptable level of inefficiency due to unplanned or
uncoordinated actions.

Multiple Party Co-ordination Model
The multiple party co-ordination model develops a dual procurement approach, which enables both
DSO and GBSO to directly contract with distribution connected DER through a variety of aggregator and
supplier paths. Visibility of contracts placed would be exchanged between the DSO and GBSO,
enabling conflicts to be understood and managed.

Figure 49: Multiple party co-ordination market model
This model allows equal access to flexibility services from a number of market procurers, but requires a
sharing of roles and responsibilities, which would need frameworks, principles and methodologies to be
developed and agreed prior to operation.
Again, the complexity of the visibility platform between DSO and GBSO increases as the number and
curtailment of the distribution constraints increases. Traditional reinforcement, charging signals and
proactive signposting of services can all be used to minimise the likelihood of conflicting actions
occurring and help simplify the visibility required between operators.
Market mechanisms and incentives that place responsibilities on all parties to ensure visibility of
services is maintained and penalties or balancing mechanisms to ensure the results of unplanned
conflicts are equitably shared may help this model run efficiently.
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DSO-led Market Model
The DSO-led market model changes the hierarchy of the commercial frameworks and allows the DSO
to co-ordinate the prioritisation of flexibility services with respect to the constraints on the distribution
network. By operating the model this way, the services offered up to the GBSO will inherently be coordinated across the transmission-distribution boundary.

Figure 50: DSO led market model
The DSO is able to assess not only the effectiveness of services within the distribution network and
factor that into the economic cost, but also the impact of running those services on future optionality. By
optimising the dispatch of those services based on a holistic impact on the local distribution network, the
whole system outcome will be most efficient and cost-effective.
The GBSO will be able to take balancing actions on a national level within a pool of services
competitively procured through a number of DSOs, without adversely impacting localised network
constraints. The DSO will be responsible for ensuring the requested response is efficiently delivered
through fully range of flexibility services at their disposal.
Customers in constrained and unconstrained distribution networks will have their flexibility services
called upon equally by the GBSO as the DSO would take on the risk associated with non-delivery of
contracted services due to DSO actions, which the DSO would be uniquely placed to best assess.

Market Model Transition
In some areas of WPD’s network, it may be acceptable to operate the system using the existing market
model where there are no or few conflicts between distribution network constraints and distribution
network connected services.
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The GBSO–led market model maintains the same system hierarchy and enables all commercial
services to be agreed and settled using existing mechanisms. As distribution network constraints
increase, curtailment and service conflicts will increase across a number of voltage levels and the
GBSO will not be able to optimally manage the dispatch of conflicting services deep within the
distribution network.

GBSOled Model

Coordinated
Model

DSO-led
Model

Current
Model
Increasing distribution constraints
Figure 51: Progression of DSO market models
The co-ordinated market model allows both GBSO and DSOs to share a single procurement model but
requires complex market design and effective visibility of operations to ensure the model provides
efficient outcomes. WPD will work with the GBSO to facilitate shared procurement activities in areas
where the level of constraints is beginning to increase.
The DSO-led market model requires a significant shifting of responsibilities for system balancing
operations and commercial contract activities, but will result in the most efficient whole system outcome
for distribution networks with multiple complex constraints. Where distribution constraints are impacting
on service delivery through existing market models, WPD will work with the GBSO and move towards a
DSO-led market model.
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Changing Demand Profiles
Background
The addition of new demand technologies and the continuing connection of distributed generation will
have an impact on electricity demand profiles. This includes the erosion of demand, changing diversity
and intermittency.

Network Impact
In recent years there has been a continued fall in domestic electricity consumption due to the use of
more efficient appliances (including the use of LED lighting) and increased levels of thermal insulation.
This has reduced electricity demand at a time of increased output from embedded generation. Further
reductions in demand accompanied with a further increase in distributed generation output could result
in an excess of generation at certain times of day potentially causing network voltage issues and
thermal overloads.

Impact on Operability
The electricity network has historically relied on natural diversity of electricity demand when sizing plant
and circuit ratings. The forecasted electrification of transport and heat will result in the connection of a
significant number of electric vehicles and heat pumps. If the new demand technologies are unrestricted
or uncontrolled they are likely to reduce diversity and be coincident with the existing peak network
demand. This could lead to potential overloads on plant and circuits, triggering reinforcement
A number of distributed generator technologies provide an intermittent output. Solar PV and Wind are
reliant upon solar irradiance and wind speed respectively, whereas battery storage will have a finite time
over which it can export. Where the generator output rapidly changes over a short period of time, onload tap-changers on transformers connected at the higher voltage levels are likely to operate more
frequently resulting in an increased maintenance burden. In addition network modelling and analysis will
become more complex.

Detailed Assessment
The introduction of new demand technologies such as electric vehicles and heat pumps will significantly
change the diversified demand profile of a domestic customer. Figure 52 shows the unrestricted
predicted domestic demand profile with the addition of both technologies. At 18:00hrs (time of existing
domestic peak) the addition of the electric vehicle and heat pump demand increases the maximum
demand by a factor of 1.6.
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Figure 52: Existing Domestic Demand profile with electric vehicle (EV) and heat pump (HP)
profiles added
Figure 53 illustrates the intermittency of the distributed generator output from the 11kV and lower
voltage network at a 33/11kV primary substation where the majority of generation is Solar PV.

Figure 53: Typical aggregate output of generators connected downstream of a primary
substation (dominated by Solar PV)

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
Improved Forecasting
A short term solution to improve forecasting is to assess the impact of future distributed generation and
demand growth scenarios over the short, medium and longer term for specific geographical areas. This
assessment will be based upon the scenarios developed by National Grid along with more local
projections of future demand and connection of generation.

Enhanced Provision of Network Data
The enhanced provision of network data, particularly at lower voltage levels will enable more accurate
monitoring of demand, generation and other network parameters. This will improve the modelling of
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network performance, identification of deficiencies and enable the appropriate investment decisions to
be made in a timely manner.

Long Term Solutions
Network Solutions
The application of Dynamic Line Ratings (DLR) may enable the connection of further demand or
generation without the need for asset reinforcement. For example, the rating of an overhead line may be
increased under certain environmental conditions.
The use of Voltage Reduction (within permitted limits) may be used to control demand and network
voltage profiles. The reduction in network demand will reduce customer consumption and could release
capacity on the network.
The installation of an FPL will enable the transfer of power (both real & reactive) between two power
networks that currently have to be operated separately. This will enable currently unusable network
capacity to be unlocked.
The introduction of ANM to enable further connection of new demand technology and distributed
generation and minimise the need for infrastructure upgrades. This may include constraining generation
output or demand to prevent overloading of the network.
The development of ‘Smart Grids’ will enable demand and generation to be managed locally by a
mixture of enhanced sensing with active technical and commercial mechanisms.

Non-Network Solutions
The impact of intermittency in generation output and peaks in demand may be reduced by the
development of incentives and commercial mechanisms to enable battery storage to ‘peak lop’
generator output from Solar generation.
The development of commercial mechanisms and tariffs may reduce the impact of peaks in generation
and demand. For example a TOUT for electric vehicle charging could reduce their impact at the time of
system peak.
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Power Quality
Overview
Power quality is a term used to describe an electrical network’s ability to supply clean and stable power.
Good power quality would be the ideal supply of electrical power which is perfectly balanced, free from
voltage fluctuation and flicker, has a pure sinusoidal voltage waveform and is always within the voltage
and frequency tolerances as described by the ESQC Regulations 2002 [20]. Power quality may also be
thought of as the compatibility between the parameters of the electricity supplied at the Point of
Common Coupling (PCC) to the distribution network and the requirements of the customer’s equipment.
Poor power quality can have a large impact on the operation of customer’s equipment and processes
and should be avoided where reasonably practicable. Ironically, it is usually the customer’s equipment
and processes that are the source of system disturbances that lead to poor power quality, for example,
mills, arc furnaces and welding equipment can lead to severe voltage flicker if the network is not
designed properly or the disturbance is greater than declared by the customer.
Power quality mainly refers to the network’s voltage quality rather than power or electric current. Listed
below are some examples of the most common system disturbances that lead to poor power quality:






Sustained under and over-voltages;
Voltage Harmonic Distortion;
Voltage Flicker;
Voltage Transients; and
Unbalanced Voltages.

Power quality is an increasing concern for WPD. As described above, poor power quality can manifest
itself in a number of different ways and may be caused by an even greater number of system
disturbances. Maintaining good power quality or, if preferred, ensuring system disturbances and
parameters remain within the prescribed limits, is not only necessary to prevent damage to customers
and DNO equipment, but in some cases is a statutory or licence obligation. That said, not all power
quality related issues can be prevented or controlled by a DNO.
With the continued growth of distributed generation and non-linear equipment connecting to the
distribution network, keeping system parameters within the prescribed limits and maintaining good
power quality across the network is a growing concern. Voltage harmonic distortion will be the topic
discussed in this chapter as the connection of non-linear equipment impacts this the most. Other power
quality issues, such as voltage flicker and unbalanced voltages, for now, can be managed by
implementing robust network planning and design.

Background
In an AC power system, harmonic distortion is the departure of the voltage or current waveform from a
sinusoidal shape and is usually the result of operating non-linear equipment. Non-linear equipment is
electronic equipment, usually power converters, which draw or produce distorted non-sinusoidal
currents when energised by a sinusoidal voltage. Listed below are some examples of load and
generation non-linear equipment that produce harmonic current emissions and distort the voltage
waveform:


Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS), generally low wattage power supplies for domestic,
commercial and light industrial equipment, such as computers, servers, LED lighting, machine
power supplies and other DC loads;
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Rectifiers with capacitors, used for AC-DC conversion for DC loads, such as battery charging
equipment and other heavy DC loads;
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCR), such as Thyristor controlled rectifiers, used for lamp
dimming, motor control and control of welding equipment;
Variable Frequency Drives, usually implement a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) switching
technique to control the speed of motors, fans, machines, and traction equipment;
DC-AC Inverters, commonly used with photovoltaic arrays and in wind turbine applications.
Again, a PWM switching technique is usually implemented to control the semiconductor
switching devices;
AC Motors and Synchronous Generators, whilst not considered to be non-linear equipment, do
produce harmonic current emissions. Due to variations in the internal windings and magnetic
field, both can distort the voltage waveform. The voltage distortion is usually very small, about
1–2% Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), nonetheless it does still exist; and
Other, new technologies, such as active front-end convertors, are becoming more common and
in a lot of cases do not comply with an IEC or BS EN 61000 series engineering standard that
govern Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) and define harmonic current emission limits for
equipment connecting to public power networks. High powered electric vehicle chargers and
heat pumps are some examples of new or developing technologies that may not comply with
existing EMC standards and require special consideration when connecting to the distribution
network.

Focusing solely on harmonic distortion as a power quality issue; satisfactory operation of the electricity
supply system and customers’ equipment is only obtained where EMC between them exists. Harmonic
distortion affects the efficiency and operation of both the distribution network and customer’s equipment
and can lead to the failure of equipment. Therefore it is imperative that harmonic distortion is kept within
safe operating limits. Unlike statutory limits defined in the ESQC Regulations for voltage and frequency;
harmonic distortion is not governed by statue. The Distribution Code [21] is the enforcing document
which requires DNO’s to comply with harmonic limits set out in ENA Engineering Recommendation G5
Issue 4 Amendment 1 (G5/4-1) “Planning Levels for Harmonic Voltage Distortion and the Connection of
Non-Linear Equipment to the Transmission and Distribution Networks in the United Kingdom”. G5/4-1
relates only to new connections to the distribution network and there is no obligation for the DNO to
ensure voltage distortion on the network stays below planning levels. However G5/4-1 provides good
guidance on the voltage distortion and network harmonic levels that should be achieved on the
distribution network.
The IEC or BS EN 61000 series engineering standards specify compatibility levels for public supply
system harmonics and immunity levels for electrical equipment up to 35kV. Equipment immunity levels
describe the maximum electromagnetic disturbance or level of total harmonic distortion for which a
particular device, piece of equipment or system remains capable of operating with a declared degree of
performance. Compatibility levels describe the levels of electromagnetic disturbance or level of
harmonic distortion for which Electromagnetic Compatibility should exist for most equipment. The
Electromagnetic Compatibility levels are set lower than the equipment immunity levels as to provide
headroom between the two levels for short deviations in increased levels, or bursts, of harmonic
distortion. Experience has shown that there will be a sudden increase in equipment failures and
customer complaints when harmonic component levels on the electricity network exceed the relevant
compatibility levels. In order to avoid this situation occurring network planning levels are set lower that
compatibility levels. Finally, if a piece of non-linear equipment complies with the IEC 61000 series
engineering standards its maximum current harmonic emission levels will be known and will be within a
specified limit. The relationship between EMC levels, as described above, is illustrated in Figure 54.
In order for a DNO to operate an electricity network where EMC exists between the network and
customer’s equipment, is efficient, and has predictable behaviour, it is necessary that the connection of
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non-linear customer equipment is controlled in accordance with G5/4-1. This will help to ensure voltage
distortion does not become excessive.

Figure 54: Relationship between Planning Levels, Network Disturbance Levels, and Equipment
Immunity Levels as described by G5/4-1

Network Impact
As already discussed, harmonic distortion is usually caused by the connection and operation of nonlinear equipment connected to the distribution network. It is the responsibility of the DNO to ensure that
new connections do not cause network harmonic levels to exceed planning levels, as described in G5/41, in order to maintain EMC between the network and customer equipment. Harmonic distortion affects
all voltage levels on the distribution network, hence, careful planning and assessment of new
connections is required at all voltage levels. Table 4 provides a summary of the THD planning limits for
different voltage levels. A more detailed breakdown of the harmonic component planning levels for
different voltage levels can be found in G5/4-1.
Table 4: Summary of THD Planning Levels
System Voltage at the Point of Connection

Applicable WPD Networks

THD Limit

400V

LV

5%

6.6kV, 11kV & 20kV

6.6kV & 11kV

4%

22kV to 400kV

33kV, 66kV & 132kV

3%

With the continued growth of low carbon technologies, such as PV, wind generation, electric vehicles
and heat pumps connecting to the distribution network, the need to carefully asses, plan and measure
the network harmonic levels is increasing. Each voltage level on the distribution network presents its
own challenges, both in terms of its harmonic performance and planning processes. This section
discusses the harmonic related issues at each voltage level on the distribution network. In addition to
this, other issues such as harmonic measurement, monitoring, and management are also discussed.

Low Voltage Network (400V)
The low voltage network is the most accessible voltage level for customers seeking new or marginally
higher capacity electricity connections. Connections to this voltage level are usually straight forward and
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require very minimal reinforcement work. This voltage level services domestic, commercial, and small
manufacturing customers, including homes, shops, schools, and small businesses to name a few.

Assessment Procedure for New Connections
The assessment procedure for connecting non-linear equipment to the LV network is usually a desktop
study and does not require measurement of the harmonic levels on the network. A Stage 1 Assessment,
described in G5/4-1, may be undertaken by assessing the following:




Compliance with the relevant IEC 61000 standards;
The power rating and type of convertor used as described by G5/4-1 Table 6; and
The harmonic current emissions from the non-linear equipment as described by G5/4-1 Table 7.

Where the harmonic current emissions from a particular piece of equipment are higher than the
prescribed limits a Stage 2 assessment is required. A Stage 2 assessment involves assessment of
convertor technology and rating, assessment of equipment harmonic current emissions, measurement
of network harmonic levels, and determining the impact of connecting the new proposed equipment.
This can be a time consuming activity.
With the growth of low carbon technologies, it is becoming more common to see requests for the
connection of non-linear load equipment that do not comply with an IEC 61000 series standard for
harmonic current emissions, primarily equipment rated above 75A per phase. The increasing volume of
non-compliant equipment connecting to the distribution network is placing a large demand on DNO
resources, both in terms of planning and network design. For the cases where non-linear load
equipment cannot be connected to the distribution network, either because the network fault level is not
high enough or the equipment’s current emissions exceed the IEC 61000 series limits, it may be
necessary for the customer to install harmonic filters.

Harmonic Measurement
Measurement of harmonic levels on the LV network is relatively straight forward and accurate
measurements can be obtained. The equipment used to measure harmonic levels is usually designed
for use at 230/400V AC, which means it can be connected directly to the LV network without the use of
measurement transformers or transducers. The harmonic measurement equipment can be connected at
the Distribution Substation or, ideally, at the customers Point of Common Coupling.

Impact on Operability
As the LV network serves the largest amount of customers and LTCs are becoming more available, it is
expected that harmonic levels on the LV network will increase and the capacity for new connection will
decrease. This coupled with the fact that high power non-linear equipment is becoming more common
means that more in depth planning, harmonic background measurements and reinforcement to achieve
required fault levels, may be required on the LV network in order to manage harmonic levels.

High Voltage Networks (6.6kV & 11kV)
The High Voltage network is the next most accessible voltage level for customers. This voltage level
services larger customers such as large businesses, manufacturing facilities, hospitals, and universities,
as well as the LV distribution network. Connections on the 11kV network are usually more secure due to
its design and the requirement to comply with P2/6.

Assessment Procedure for New Connections
The assessment procedure for connecting non-linear equipment to the HV network is a Stage 2
assessment as described by G5/4-1. G5/4-1 provides aggregated power limits for some common types
of power electronic equipment, such as 6-pulse convertors, and stipulates the harmonic current
emission limits to be applied for this type of assessment. In some cases the harmonic levels on the
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network will have to be measured and the proposed equipment current emissions will have to be
assessed. The Stage 2 assessment ensures that connection of the proposed equipment does not cause
the network THD and harmonic component voltages to exceed the limits set out in G5/4-1. In order for
this assessment to be carried out the network impedance and fault level must be calculated. The
calculation of network parameters and assessment of network harmonic performance is a specialist and
time consuming task. While the customer does have the option to appoint a third party consultant to
carry out the assessment the DNO will usually carry out the assessment at this voltage level. That said,
the DNO will always validate the study carried out by a third party consultant, which again is a specialist
and time consuming task. For the cases where the proposed equipment cannot be connected to the
network after a stage 2 assessment has been completed, mitigation measures may have to be put in
place or a Stage 3 assessment will have to be completed.

Harmonic Measurement
In many cases a measurement of the network harmonic levels will be required as part of the Stage 2
assessment before non-linear equipment can be connected to the network. The equipment used to
measure harmonic levels is usually designed for use at 230/400V AC which means it cannot be
connected directly to the HV network. Instead the measurement equipment must be connected to
voltage transformers (VT) and current transformers (CT). The VTs and CTs that the measurement
equipment is connected to are located in primary substations or switching stations. Depending on the
configuration of the substation there may be either of the following VTs and CTs to connect to:



Protection VTs and CTs, usually mounted in switchgear.
Metering CTs and VTs.

Measuring network harmonic levels through VTs and CTs is not ideal as the transformers can attenuate
or amplify harmonic components and introduce phase shift errors. This can lead to inaccuracies in the
harmonic measurements and is a known issue. Higher order harmonic components are usually affected
and consideration can be given when assessing new connections with known high order harmonic
components. Connection to VTs and CTs is convenient as this equipment is often already installed in
substations and HV works are not usually required to obtain measurements.

Impact on Operability
In certain areas, across all four WPD licence areas, it is being observed that there is limited capacity to
connect non-linear equipment to the HV network. This is due to the following:






Length of circuit feeders. Much of the HV network can be classified as being high impedance
and consequently has low fault levels. Both impedance and fault level have an effect on the
harmonic performance of the network. Harmonic voltage distortion is higher on networks with
higher impedances and lower fault levels. Generally speaking, this means that the further away
from the source the proposed equipment is located, the higher the harmonic voltage distortion
will be.
Higher power non-linear equipment. Customers connected to the HV network are higher power
users compared to those connected to the LV network. Voltage distortion is proportional to the
equipment rating to network fault level ratio. This means that high power non-linear equipment
can have more of an impact, especially on low fault level networks. With the arrival of new low
carbon technologies such as electric vehicles and solar generation, higher power electronic
converters are connecting to the distribution network.
Increased amount of non-linear equipment connecting to the network. As new technologies
develop and become common place in consumer and commercial markets, the amount of
connection applications is increasing. Many Electronic products involve AC-DC or DC-AC
conversion.
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Areas of network with limited harmonic capacity (network disturbance levels approaching planning
levels) can be observed in both rural and urban areas. Urban areas tend to have shorter, low
impedance, feeders but may have a higher density of non-linear equipment. Rural areas tend to have
longer, higher impedance feeders, but have a lower density of non-linear equipment. Due to the
complexity of the network, variability of equipment density, and the different types of non-linear
equipment, each connection request must be assessed on a case by case basis.

Extra High Voltage Networks (33kV, 66kV & 132kV)
The EHV network is primarily used to distribute electricity to the HV network. Large demand and
generation customers may also connect directly to the EHV network; however there are far less EHV
customers than those connected to the HV and LV networks. Customers connected to the EHV network
tend to be large manufacturers and infrastructure operators but small to medium generation connections
are more common. Generators in the region of 5MW to 50MW generally require connections on the
EHV network. With the recent growth in distributed generation, particularly PV, a large number of small
to medium power stations have connected to the EHV network. This is largely due to the reach of the
EHV network in urban and rural areas and the capacity to accommodate generation connections.
Typical demand customers connected to the EHV network are large manufactures, steel works, cement
works, traction operators and other large infrastructure operators. All of these demand customers have
processes and equipment that impose disturbances on to the electricity network. The EHV networks
have higher fault levels which permits larger rated disturbing loads to be connected. The largest
disturbing demand customers are connected to the 132kV network in order for their processes and
equipment to have minimal impact on power quality. Traction operators for example, operate 132/25kV
transformers for electrification of the rail networks. While their power consumption is relatively low, the
electronic power converters they use can be particularly disturbing and high fault levels are required to
minimise voltage disturbances.
As more and more customers are connecting to the EHV networks and customers are increasing the
utilisation of their existing electricity connections, increased levels of harmonic distortion are being
witnessed. This is true for both generation and demand customers.

Assessment Procedure for New Connections
The assessment procedure for connecting non-linear equipment to the EHV network is a Stage 3
assessment as described by G5/4-1. The Stage 3 assessment is applicable to all voltage levels at or
above 33kV and consists of:




Measurement of the existing harmonic levels on the network;
Calculation of the harmonic levels produced by the non-linear equipment; and
Prediction of the new network harmonic levels as a result of the new non-linear equipment and
change of network impedance.

The harmonic distortion levels are assessed at the Point of Common Coupling with existing or future
customers and at other nodes on the network. As with the stage 1 and stage 2 assessments, harmonic
planning levels are stipulated for the EHV network to ensure EMC is maintained between the
distribution network and customer’s equipment. The Stage 3 assessment is more complex and requires
network harmonic measurements at local and remote locations, harmonic measurements at different
voltage levels, and requires the use of network analysis software. This is a specialist task and can take
weeks of work to determine the impact of connecting non-linear equipment.

Harmonic Measurement
EHV network harmonic levels are measured in a similar way to HV network. Low voltage harmonic
measurement equipment is used to measure harmonic levels through VTs and CTs. As previously
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discussed, the CTs and VTs are usually used for system protection and are installed in the substation
switchgear. The frequency response of the CTs and VTs is not linear which introduces error into the
measurements. In general, transformer type voltage transducers have a suitable frequency response up
to 1kHz which places limitations on the ability to measure high order harmonic components. Using
protection CTs and VTs can also place limitations on where harmonic measurement can be taken as
they must already be installed to make use of them. Capacitive Voltage Transformers (CVTs) are a type
of voltage transformer commonly used on 132kV network instead of ordinary VTs. CVTs cannot
accurately measure harmonic voltages and hence, cannot be used for harmonic measurements without
modification. Harmonic measurements on EHV network can be complicated if there are no CTs and VTs
to connect to. Temporary measurement equipment can be installed but this would usually require an
outage on the circuit to be measured. Temporary measurement equipment in the form for of VTs and
CTs is expensive and can be expensive to install, especially at higher voltage levels.

Impact on Operability
In a number of areas across the WPD licence areas it is being observed that network distortion levels
th
are approaching planning levels, notably the 5 harmonic. This means there is little network capacity to
connect customers with non-linear equipment without implementing mitigation measures. The 33kV
network has been affected by the rise in network harmonic levels which is largely due to the increase in
customer generation and demand connections. In addition to this the 33kV network is susceptible to
th
large disturbances on the 132kV network. For example, the transfer coefficient for the 5 harmonic from
th
the 132kV network to the 33kV network is 1, and for higher order harmonics up to the 27 it can be
greater than 1. Traction operators connected to the 132kV network are increasing the utilisation of their
connections which means the harmonic current emissions from their sites is becoming more persistent.
33kV networks that are fed by the 132kV network in close proximity to traction operators are starting to
see increased network harmonic levels as a result of their operations. This is known to be to be the
case as rises in harmonic levels are observed on the same two phases that traction operators are
connected to.
The rises in network harmonic levels on the EHV network may also be due to the same factors
explained in the High Voltage Networks (6.6kV & 11kV) section. These are:




Length of underground and overhead circuit feeders;
Higher power non-linear equipment; and
Increased amount of non-linear equipment connecting to the network.

Detailed Assessment
So far in this chapter, the impact of connecting non-linear loads to the distribution network has been
discussed in detail. Both generation and demand customers’ equipment can produce harmonic current
emissions that cause harmonic distortion to the voltage waveform. The harmonic assessments that are
carried out for each voltage level have also been discussed. It is the responsibility of the DNO to ensure
EMC is maintained between the Distribution network and the customer’s equipment. In most cases it is
the customer’s equipment that is the cause of harmonic related problems and the assessment
procedures provide a method of assessing the impact of non-linear equipment.

Case Study – Harmonic Behaviour of Reactive Compensation
The connection of customer’s non-linear equipment is not the only cause of harmonic related problems.
The connection of reactive components such as inductors and capacitors alter the frequency response
of the network and can lead to electrical resonance. Reactive components are used in VAR
compensators and harmonic filters and can alter the network voltage. Since the impact of connecting
non-linear equipment has been discussed in detail, this case study describes a case where reactive
components operated by the DNO lead to network harmonic levels exceeding planning levels.
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Camborne BSP is a 132/33kV substation in the WPD South West licence area. The BSP has a 33kV
20MVAr capacitor bank that can be switched in to support the 33kV voltage level during times of high
demand. The BSP feeds the Carn Brea 33/11 primary substation (located next to Camborne BSP), as
well as several other primary substations in the area Figure 55.
132kV Network

Camborne
BSP

33kV

Other 33kV
feeders

Carn Brea
Primary

11kV

5th order harmonic
resonance

11kV
Network

Figure 55: Camborne BSP Single Line Diagram – Prior to Harmonic Resonance Solution Being
Installed
In 2003 an 11kV customer connected to the Carn Brea primary made a complaint about the quality of
the voltage supplied to them as it was affecting their commercial processes. The network harmonic
th
levels were measured at the customer point of connection. It was found that the 5 harmonic was
exceeding network planning levels. Harmonic measurements were taken at different points around the
11kV network to try and determine the source of harmonic current emission. A single harmonic source
or disturbing customer could not be found and a detailed network study of the local area was carried
out.
Upon completion of the network study it was found that the 33kV 20MVAr capacitor bank used for
voltage support was causing the problem. When the capacitor bank was switched in it was causing
electrical resonance on the 33kV network. The resonant frequency on the 33kV network, with the
th
capacitor back switched in, was found to be 250Hz which is the 5 harmonic for a 50Hz system.
Resonance has the effect of increasing the harmonic impedance at a resonant frequency. The capacitor
th
bank was confirmed to be the problem as the 5 harmonic was found only to be exceeding planning
levels when the capacitor bank was switched in Figure 55.
The electrical resonance caused by the capacitor bank could have been removed simply by removing
the capacitor bank from the network. This however was not an option as the capacitor bank is required
to support the 33kV network voltage. The solution was to add a reactor shunt connected with the
capacitor bank Figure 56. The series connected inductance changes the frequency response and its
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th

value was carefully chosen so that it has an attenuating effect on the 5 harmonic. A 33kV air core
reactor was installed alongside the capacitor bank to solve the harmonic power quality issue.
132kV Network
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BSP

33kV

Series connected
air core reactor

Other 33kV
feeders

Capacitor
Bank

Carn Brea
Primary

11kV

5th order harmonic
resonance removed by air
core reactor

11kV
Network

Figure 56: Camborne BSP Single Line Diagram – Post Harmonic Resonance Solution Being
Installed
This case study is a good example of how reactive components can cause issues with power quality by
altering the frequency response of the networks they are connected to. As more non-linear equipment
connects to the distribution network and underground cable circuits become larger, the more likely it will
be that mitigation measures will have to be taken to accommodate new connections. Customer installed
harmonic filters and power factor correction equipment may be required when a customer’s connection
is considered to be disturbing. Installation of this type of equipment will enable a customer to connect to
the distribution network. However as this case study has shown, reactive components, used in harmonic
filters and power factor correction equipment, change the frequency response of the network and can
cause issues with power quality and voltage rise. As the amount of non-linear equipment connections
increases, careful consideration will need to be given when connecting reactive components to the
distribution network.

Short Term Mitigation and Solutions
As discussed in this chapter there has been a recent and continued growth in the amount of non-linear
equipment connecting to the distribution network. The arrival and development of low carbon
technologies, such as solar generation, electrical vehicles and heat pumps, have largely contributed to
this growth. It is becoming difficult, to connect new customers with non-linear equipment without
implementing mitigation measures. This is either due to the non-linear equipment having high harmonic
current emissions or the network harmonic levels being high. In order to accommodate new connections
and continue to keep network harmonic levels within planning levels the following short term measures
are suggested:
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Identification of areas of network, at all voltages levels, where harmonic levels are approaching
or exceeding planning limits. Keeping concise and up to date records of network harmonic
performance will help with network planning and quick assessment of new connections.
Development of modelling guidelines for consultants. In many cases the customer will appoint a
consultant to determine the impact their connection will have on network harmonic levels. This
study applies the assessment processes described in G5/4-1. The development of guidelines
for consultants would help improved the consistency in the studies that are submitted to WPD
for review.
Publish harmonic data to indicate ‘hot spots’. Harmonic data could be published on WPD’s
online network capacity map to indicate areas with high harmonic planning levels. This will
further help developers understand the networks issues in a given geographic area.
For areas of network that have been identified as having high harmonic levels or that are
experiencing high connection applications, harmonic mitigation measures can be
predetermined. Knowing what mitigations measures are required in advance, whether it be
customer or DNO installed mitigations measures, will help planners and customers assess new
connections.
As a short term measure, it has already been decided that in areas where harmonic levels are
high or exceeding planning levels, customers will be allowed to connect non-linear equipment
long as their harmonic emissions have a negligible impact. This is applicable to the 33kV
network only. Negligible impact is considered to be if the customer’s equipment does not cause
the network harmonic levels to increase by more than 10%. The network harmonic levels are
also not allowed to exceed more than 50% between planning levels and compatibility levels.
This temporary measure has been put in place as an attempt not to prevent customer
connections.
Obtain equivalent circuits for customer networks. Equivalent circuits enable complex or large
networks to be modelled with minimal and simple components. Equivalent circuits of customer’s
networks would enable WPD to include them in network models.
Post-connection testing. For new or modified connections, post connection testing will help
verify the harmonic performance of the network. It will also help to ensure that customer’s
harmonic current emissions are within the limits they have declared prior to connection.

Long Term Solutions
Non-linear equipment is common in consumer, commercial and industrial markets and its use is only set
to increase. As the UK continues to change the way electricity is generated and consumed, the use of
non-linear equipment will also increase. This means that there will be more devices with harmonic
current emissions connected to the distribution network. DNOs will be able to maintain good visibility of
large customers connecting non-linear equipment to the EHV and HV networks but it will be more
difficult to manage connections on the LV network. It is anticipated that there could be significant
organic growth of harmonic levels on the distribution network due to the increase of use of non-linear
equipment. In order to prepare for and manage increasing network harmonic levels the following longterm solutions are suggested:




Installation of power quality measurement points in BSP and primary substations. Where
possible, dedicated power quality measurement panels could be installed in new and existing
substations to enable easy connection of power quality measurement equipment. This will help
simplify the power quality measurements but it is not yet a company design standard for new
substations.
th
Determine harmonic planning levels for harmonic above the 50 order. Currently G5/4-1 only
th
provides planning limits harmonic levels up to the 50 order. Modern power converters are
th
increasingly producing harmonic current emissions above the 50 order. The impact of this may
have to be reviewed by the ENA G5 Review working group.
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Resolve frequency response limitation of VTs. High order harmonics cannot accurately be
measured by VTs. CVTs present an even bigger problem with high order measurement
accuracy and are commonly used on the 132kV network. Many power convertors are producing
high order harmonic that cannot be measured by VTs or CVTs.
Installation of permanently installed power quality measurement equipment. Permanently
installing power quality measurement equipment at BSP or primary substations will enable the
DNO to monitor the harmonic performance of the local network. This will help determine trends
in the harmonic levels, the amount of harmonic capacity in the local area or quantify the severity
of a harmonic problem. The data obtained from continuous harmonic measurements can also
be used to identify the need for DNO operated harmonic filters or network harmonic filtering
services from third party companies.
Controlled allocation of harmonic network capacity to new customers. G5/4-1 currently allows
customers to connect if their equipment does not cause the network levels to exceed planning
levels. This means that a single customer with particularly disturbing non-linear equipment can
use all of the harmonic capacity in an area of the distribution network. This could be viewed as
a careless way to allocate network harmonic capacity, especially if harmonic mitigation
measures can easily be put in place by the connecting customer. The ENA G5 Review working
group are currently considering the issue of harmonic capacity allocation.
Update G5/4-1 to cover new power converter technologies. As part of the G5/4-1 Stage 1 and 2
assessments for connecting non-linear equipment, equipment power ratings are given for
standard power converter technologies to simply the assessment process. As new technologies
emerge it will be important to update the G5/4-1 assessment procedures to enable DNOs to
properly assess the impact of non-linear equipment on the distribution network.
Development and maintenance of network harmonic models. This will enable the impact of
customer connections to be carried out easily, as well as enabling detailed harmonic analysis of
the distribution network.
DSO harmonic services from external companies or customers. As DNOs transition to a DSO
they will have the ability to procure network services from external companies or customers. If
areas of the network are identified as needing harmonic filters, it may be appropriate for a third
party to provide a service rather than the DNO installing new equipment. For example,
customers that have harmonic filters installed on their site may be able to provide harmonic
filtering services to the network when they are not using them. This type of service would
negate the need for a DNO to install harmonic filters and pay a customer for their services to
the network.
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Next Steps
By publishing the Distribution System Operability Framework, we aim to raise the profile of a variety of
issues facing DNOs and seek solutions or mitigations from a wider audience.
Alternative methods of meeting whole system challenges will broaden the range of tools at our disposal
and enable the flexibility to develop the network through an uncertain future.
We will periodically review each article published under the DSOF and update as their potential
solutions develop. We will add further articles to the DSOF individually as the need to address other
issues increases.
We will conduct a series of presentations, round table discussions and workshops on emerging issues
and their potential solutions. Details will be made available on our website at
www.westernpower.co.uk/DSOF . To receive a fortnightly email of the latest updates to our website,
please register at www.westernpower.co.uk/register-website-updates .
We welcome further comments on our approach to date, suggestion of additional issues or other
collaborative proposals. For more information please email us on
wpdnetworkstrategy@westernpower.co.uk or write to us at:
Network Strategy Team
Western Power Distribution
Feeder Road
Bristol
BS2 0TB
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Glossary
Table of Units
Term
kV
LV
HV
EHV
kW
MW
GW
MVA
MVAr

Definition
3

Kilovolt, a unit of Voltage (x10 )
This refers to voltages up to, but not including, 1kV
Voltages over 1kV up to, but not including, 22kV
Voltages over 20kV up to, but not including, 132kV
3
Kilowatt, a unit of Power (x10 )
6
Megawatt, a unit of Active Power (x10 )
9
Gigawatt, a unit of Active Power (x10 )
6
Mega volt-ampere, a unit of Apparent Power (x10 )
6
Mega volt-ampere (reactive), a unit of Reactive Power (x10 )
6
Megawatt hour, a unit of energy (x10 ). Equivalent to a constant 1MW of
Active Power delivered for an hour
Mega volt-ampere (reactive) hour, the duration or persistence of reactive
power flows. Equivalent to a constant 1MVAr of Reactive Power delivered for
an hour
Hertz, the unit of frequency. The number of cycles per second.

MWh
MVArh
Hz

Glossary
Acronym/
Initialism

Term

AC

Alternating Current

ALT

Automatic Load
Transfer

ANM

Active Network
Management

–

Access Window

ASC

Arc Suppression
Coil

AVC

Automatic Voltage
Control

Definition
An electric current which periodically reverses its direction, having a
magnitude that varies continuously. The rate at which the current’s
direction changes is known as the frequency. The frequency for UK
power systems is 50Hz.
A technique used to move the position of normally open points on
the 11kV network in an effort to improve the networks performance.
Moving normally open points has an effect on the networks losses,
voltage and capacity headroom.
The ENA Active Network Management Good Practice Guide [22]
summarises ANM as:
Using flexible network customers autonomously and in real-time to
increase the utilisation of network assets without breaching
operational limits, thereby reducing the need for reinforcement,
speeding up connections and reducing costs.
The period of spring, summer and autumn in which arranged
outages are normally taken
An adjustable reactor of between several tens of ohms and several
thousand ohms, which can be used to earth the neutral of a threephase power system.
Automatic adjustment of transformer tap position required for
transformers on the Primary Distribution and Subtransmission
networks to maintain system voltage within limits as the demand
changes.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

BS

British Standard

BSP

Bulk Supply Point

CI

Customer
Interruption

CIM

Common
Information Model

CLASS

Customer Load
Active System
Services

CML

Customer Minutes
Lost

CT

Current
Transformer

CVT

Capacitive Voltage
Transformer

–

Demand

DAR

Dynamic Asset
Rating

DC
DCAT
DER
DSR
DG
DLR

Direct Current
Distribution
Constraint
Analysis Tool
Distributed Energy
Resource
Demand Side
Response
Distributed
Generation
Dynamic Line
Rating

Definition
The specification of recommended procedure, quality of output,
terminology, and other details in a particular field, drawn up and
published by the British Standards Institute (BSI).
A substation comprising one or more Grid Transformers and
associated switchgear
Ofgem describes Customer Interruptions as:
The Number of customers interrupted per year (CI). The number of
customers whose supplies have been interrupted per 100 customer
per year over all incidents, where an interruption last for three
minutes or longer, excluding the re-interruption of supply of
customers interrupted during the same incident.
An open standard that defines how managed elements in an IT
environment are represented as a common sets of objects and the
relationships between them.
A project funded by Ofgem’s Low Carbon Networks funding
mechanism. The project was carried out by Electricity North West to
demonstrate a range of demand response capabilities
Ofgem describes Customer Minutes Lost as:
The duration of interruptions to supply per year (CML).This is the
average customer minutes lost per customer per year, where an
interruption of supply to customer(s) lasts for three minutes or longer.
An instrument transformer that is designed to produce an alternating
current in its secondary winding that is proportional to the current
being measured in its primary. Current transformers are commonly
used to provide current measurements to protective and monitoring
devices.
A device used to step down extra high voltage signals and provide
low voltage signals for electricity metering and protective devices. A
capacitive voltage transformer is made up of a capacitive voltage
divider, tuning inductor and an isolation voltage transformer.
Capacitive voltage transformers may only be used to step down
voltages.
The consumption of electrical energy.
A method of assessing asset thermal ratings based on ambient
temperature to increase capacity head room and enable the
connection of distributed generation. Overhead lines and
underground cables, for example, have seasonal thermal ratings
which mean they can be loaded differently at different times of the
year.
An electrical current that flows in a constant direction.
DCAT is a bespoke energy curtailment estimation tool, used to
provide curtailment estimates to customers who have applied for
ANM generator connections.
Distribution-connected demand, generation and storage.
Ofgem led tariffs and schemes which incentivise customers to
change their electricity usage habits
Generation connected to a distribution network. Sometimes known
as Embedded Generation.
The application of dynamic ratings to overhead lines in response to
changing parameters such as ambient temperature, weather
conditions and prior loading.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

Definition

–

Distribution
Transformer

A transformer that steps voltage down from 11kV or 6.6kV to LV

DOC

Directional Over
Current

Overcurrent protection which only responds to current flowing in a
particular direction. Commonly fitted on the LV side of GTs and
primary transformers to detect and operate for faults on the network
supply the HV winding.

DNMS

DNO
DSO

DSOF
–

EMC

ENA
ER
EV
FACTS

FCL

Distribution
Network
Management
System
Distribution
Network Operator
Distribution
System Operator
Distribution
System Operability
Framework
Distribution
Substation
Electromagnetic
Compatibility
Energy Networks
Association
Engineering
Recommendation
Electric Vehicle
Flexible
Alternating Current
Transmission
System
Fault Current
Limiter

FCO

First Circuit
Outage

–

Footroom

FES

Future Energy
Scenarios

FPL

Flexible Power
Link

GB

Great Britain

GBSO

Great Britain
System Operator

A collection of applications designed to monitor and control the entire
distribution network effectively and reliable.
A company licenced by Ofgem to distribute electricity in the United
Kingdom who has a defined Distribution Services Area.
A role which may be established in the future whereby the DNO
undertakes some of the roles of the GBSO at a regional level to
balance supply and demand.
A document published by Western Power Distribution that assesses
the technical issues facing Distribution Network Operators as they
transition to Distribution System Operators (DSO).
A substation comprising one or more Distribution Transformers and
associated switchgear
The correct operation of electrical equipment in a common
electromagnetic environment. EMC may also be thought of as the
control of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) so that unwanted
effects are prevented.
The Energy Networks Association is an industry association funded
by gas or distribution or transmission licence holders.
A document published by the Energy Networks Association.
A vehicle which uses electric motors as its method of propulsion
A power electronic based system and other static equipment that
provide control of one or more AC transmission system parameters
to enhance controllability and increase power transfer capability.
A device which may be used on electricity networks to limit the
prospective fault current when a fault occurs.
P2/6 defines a First Circuit Outage as:
…a fault or an arranged Circuit outage…
Also referred to as N-1 in some contexts.
The difference between the lower limit of a constraint and existing
utilisation. Normally applied to lower limits of voltage constraints. See
also headroom.
A set of scenarios developed by Nation Grid to represent credible
future paths for the energy development of the United Kingdom.
A power electronic device that enables control of real power transfer
between two AC networks. The device is an AC-DC-AC converter.
Reactive power control may also be achieved at each AC side.
A geographical, social and economic grouping of countries that
contains England, Scotland and Wales.
National Grid is the system operator for the National Electricity
Transmission System (NETS) in Great Britain. Responsible for
coordinating power station output, system security and managing
system frequency.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

GSP

Grid Supply Point

GT

Grid Transformer

–

Harmonic Filter

–

Headroom

HP

Heat Pump

ICCP

Inter-Control
Centre
Communication
Protocol

IDNO

IEC

Independent
Distribution
Network Operator
International
Electrotechnical
Commission

–

Large Power
Station

LCNF

Low Carbon
Network Fund

LCT

Low Carbon
Technologies

LFDD

Low Frequency
Demand
Disconnect

LIFO

Last In, First Out

LTDS

Long Term
Development
Statement

–

Medium Power
Station

–

National Grid

Definition
A substation comprising one or more Super Grid Transformers and
associated switchgear
A transformer that steps voltage down from 132kV to 66kV, 33kV or
11kV.
A device used to remove or reduce harmonic distortion in an AC
power system. Harmonic filters may be passive or active devices
depending on their design.
The difference between the upper limit of a constraint and existing
utilisation. See also footroom.
Extracts heat from surroundings which can then be used to produce
hot water or space heating. There are a number of types of heat
pumps; the common air source heat pumps absorb heat from the
outside air.
IEC 60870 or Inter-Control Centre Communication Protocol is an
international standard published by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC). ICCP allows standardised communications
between control centres for the exchange of real time data such as
status and control data, measured values and operator messages.
A company licenced by Ofgem to distribute electricity in the United
Kingdom who does not have a defined Distribution Services Area.
An organisation that prepares and publishes international standards
for all electrical, electronic and related technologies.
As defined by the Grid Code:
A power station which is connected to a system notionally connected
to a Grid Supply Point in Nation Grid Electricity Transmission plc’s
transmission area with a registered capacity of 100MW or more.
A £500m fund to support projects sponsored by the DNOs to try new
technology, operating and commercial arrangements.
A grouping of equipment and/or processes that form a particular
technology, generation or demand related, and produce low carbon
dioxide emissions when operating normally.
A scheme designed to limit a fall in system frequency by reducing
demand. The demand subject to LFDD is predetermined and
distributed across each of WPDs licence areas
A stack order model used in ANM. The principal of the LIFO stack is
that the last generator to apply for connection is the first to be
curtailed when curtailment is necessary.
A document published by all DNO’s to assist current and future
users of the distribution network to identify and assess opportunities
available to them for making new or addition use of the network.
As defined by the Grid Code:
A power station which is connected to a system notionally connected
to a Grid Supply Point in Nation Grid Electricity Transmission plc’s
transmission area with a registered capacity of 50MW or more but
less than 100MW
The Transmission Network Operator in England and Wales.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

NVD

Neutral Voltage
Displacement

Ofcom

Office of
Communications

Ofgem

Office for Gas and
Electricity Markets

–

Open Networks

PCC

Point of Common
Coupling

PF

Power Factor

–

Primary
Distribution

–

Primary Substation

–

Primary
Transformer

PWM

Pulse Width
Modulation

PV

Photovoltaic

RDP

Regional
Development Plan

RTU

Remote Terminal
Unit

SCO

Second Circuit
Outage

Definition
A form of network protection which measures the voltage from each
phase to earth; a significant imbalance between these voltages
signifies an earth fault and triggers the de-energisation of the circuit.
NVD is normally fitted where there is a risk that an earth fault could
be energised through an unearthed transformer winding.
Ofcom is responsible for regulating the broadcasting,
telecommunications and postal industries in the United Kingdom.
Ofcom represents the interests of citizens and consumers and
promotes market competition.
Ofgem is responsible for regulating the gas and electricity markets in
the United Kingdom to ensure customers’ needs are protected and
promotes market competition.
From http://www.energynetworks.org/electricity/futures/opennetworks-project/open-networks-project-overview/ :
The Open Networks Project is a major energy industry initiative that
will transform the way our energy networks work, underpinning the
delivery of the smart grid. This project brings together 9 of UK and
Ireland's electricity grid operators, respected academics, NGOs,
Government departments and the energy regulator Ofgem.
Note: Open Networks was previously known as the ENA TSO-DSO
Project.
As defined by G59:
The point on a distribution system, electrically nearest the customer’s
installation, at which other customer are, or may be, connected.
The ratio of real power to apparent power flowing in an electrical AC
power system.
The sections of an electrical distribution network which provide the
interface between transmission and primary or Secondary
Distribution.
In WPD’s East Midlands network the 33kV circuits and Primary
Substations are considered to be Primary Distribution.
A substation comprising one or more primary transformers and
associated switchgear
A transformer that steps voltage down from 66 or 33kV to 11kV or
6.6kV
A modulation or switching technique used to encode an analogue
value as a digital pulse that has a variable duty cycle. The duty cycle
of the digital pulse is proportional to the magnitude of the analogue
value. AC voltages may be represented as a series of digital pulses
with a varying duty cycle. PWM is commonly used in DC-AC
converters for variable frequency drives and invertors.
Type of distributed generation which uses solar irradiance to
generate electricity.
A joint study between National Grid and WPD on possible 132kV
reinforcement options in the South West.
A device in a substation or other remote location which acts as an
interface between the DNMS and onsite equipment such as
switchgear and transducers.
P2/6 defines a Second Circuit Outage as:
…a fault following an arranged Circuit outage.
Also referred to as N-1-1 or N-2 in some contexts.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

SCR

Silicon Controlled
Rectifier

–

Small Power
Station

SMPS

Switch Mode
Power Supply

–

Secondary
Distribution

SOF

System Operability
Framework

SVO

System Voltage
Optimisation

–

Subtransmission

SGT

Super Grid
Transformer

–

VAR Compensator

TER

Transmission
Energy Resources

THD

Total Harmonic
Distortion

Definition
A semiconductor rectifier whose forward current between two
electrodes, the anode and cathode, is initiated by means of a signal
applied to a third electrode, the gate. The current subsequently
becomes independent of the signal. It is a type of Thyristor.
As define by the Grid Code:
A power station which is connected to a system notionally connected
to a Grid Supply Point in Nation Grid Electricity Transmission plc’s
transmission area with a registered capacity of less than 50MW.
A type of power electronic convertor used transfer power from a DC
or AC source to DC loads. Commonly used in computers, servers,
LED lighting, and machine power supplies.
The final section of an electrical distribution network which provides
the interface between Subtransmission or Primary Distribution and
most final customers.
In WPD’s East Midlands network the 11kV, 6.6kV and LV circuits
and the distribution substations are considered to be Secondary
Distribution.
A document published by National Grid that identifies system
operability requirements that are needed to accommodate the
changing energy landscape in the United Kingdom.
This system will use a real-time monitoring and analysis tool to
evaluate the real-time network situation on the 11kV and 33kV
network to optimise the voltage at primary and Bulk Supply Point
(BSP) substations.
The sections of an electrical distribution network which provide the
interface between transmission and primary or Secondary
Distribution.
In WPD’s East Midlands network the GSPs, 132kV circuits, and
BSPs are considered to be Subtransmission.
A transformer that steps voltage down from 400kV or 275kV to
132kV, 66kV or 33kV
A device which may be used on electricity networks to provide
reactive power at particular point to adjust system voltage or perform
power factor correction.
Large-scale power generation sources connected directly to the
Transmission Network.
Engineering Recommendation G5/4-1 defines THD as:
The RMS value of individual harmonic voltages expressed as a
percentage of the fundamental RMS voltage, and calculated using
the following expressions:
ℎ=50

𝑇𝐻𝐷 = √ ∑ 𝑉ℎ2
ℎ=2
th

TOUT

Time Of Use tariff

TO

Transmission
Owner

For harmonic voltages up to the 50 order.
National Grid’s FES 2016 defines a Time Of Use Tariff as:
A charging system that is established in order to incentivise
residential consumers to alter their consumption behaviour, usually
away from high power demand times.
A company licenced by Ofgem to transmit electricity in the United
Kingdom.
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Acronym/
Initialism

Term

Definition

TSDS

Time Series Data
Store

UK

United Kingdom

VR

Voltage Reduction

VT

Voltage
Transformer

WPD

Western Power
Distribution

XML

Extensible Markup
Language

X/R

X/R Ratio

Historian software that collects time-series data needed to analyse
the network.
A geographical, social and economic grouping of countries that
contains England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
A technique which uses a reduction in system voltage in an effort to
decrease instantaneous power demand.
An instrument transformer that is designed to produce an alternating
voltage across its secondary winding that is proportional to the
voltage across its primary. Current transformers are commonly used
to provide voltage measurements to protective and monitoring
devices.
A Distribution Network Operator (DNO) company that is licenced by
Ofgem to distributed electricity in the East Midlands, West Midlands,
South West, and South Wales regions of United Kingdom.
A metalanguage that allows a user to define a set of rules for
encoding documents that is both human-readable and machinereadable.
The ratio of reactance to resistance in an AC circuit. Commonly used
in fault level calculations to calculate the magnitude of DC
component current.
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Diagram key
The DSOF uses a range of circuit diagrams to represent different network scenarios. These range from
indicative single line diagrams, to more complex three phase representations. Each of the symbols used
are defined in the tables below.

Single Line Diagram Key
Symbol

Definition

Symbol

Definition

In service line
(voltage marked on diagram)

Closed Circuit Breaker

Out of service line
(voltage marked on diagram)

Open Circuit Breaker

Super Grid Transformer

Tower

Transformer

Relay

Generator

Load

Capacitor Bank

Network fault

Series Reactor

Three Phase Diagram Key
Symbol

Definition

Symbol

Definition

Arc Suppression Coil

Neutral Earthing Resistor

In service line

Closed Circuit Breaker

Three winding transformer
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